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Scarborough Opening Extravaganza May 4th
1. to r. Dave Brenner (Lewiston Sun Journal)-Scott Carpenter (WLAM Radio)-Bill Green (WCSH T.V.)-Jon James (WKCG Radio)-Hank Burns (Portland Sunday Telegram)
ENTHUSIASM REIGNS IN MAINE MEDIA RACE By =  J
With less than a month in its meet, 
Lewiston Raceway is offering the big­
gest purses in its history and in turn 
welcoming the top horses presently 
racing in Maine. On Sunday April 20 
French Major with David Ingraham in 
the bike stopped the clock in 2:02.1 
beating five other four years to the wire 
in the first Maine Invitational of the 
^ y e a r .  The event carried a purse of $6,500.
In fact the track is swarming with top 
prospects. A well structured late closing 
program has produced a succession of 
fast, consistent performers bubbbling 
their way up to the weekly Prefered 
Pace. In the first series of the year 
Escape By Day and Atomic Power 
battled Impeach and Anne’s Title. The
wins in succession. The young trotter has 
subsequently been first and second in 
two legs of a Vernon Downs late closer.
In March Burton Blue Chip paced a 
win in 2:02 for Leigh Fitch and drew
first two have contested weekly features 
all meet. In the trot series Fort 
McHenry, with Mitch Gallant driving, 
led all trotters and came within 2/5th of 
the Lewiston Track record etching three
clear from his late closing group, while 
Trusty Bilbo, the Cinderella horse of the 
meet, paced faster each week extended 
his win skein to 7 dominating yet another 
late closer group. Now Escape By Day 
and Torringotn face off for the final 
series of races.
Late closers have allowed the young 
prospects to race for top purses in 
Lewiston all meet. Add Pine Point Jes,
a 2:00.3 winner and there is ample talent 
to fill the final Invitationals of the meet.
A new trot record was set on Sunday 
by Harvey Hannington’s, Hanbro Faith 
in 2:03.1. The fast miles were reflected 
in the $164,000 plus handle.
Race secretary Jim Flanagan plans a 
$4,000 l,‘in house” Invitational for the 
best horses which raced in Lewiston this
meet, and with $15,000 offered in the 
Leonard Pooler Memorial Pace he has 
scoured the region for the best pacers 
around. Governor Charles, Winner’s Ac­
colade and Stabilzer are expected to be
invited.
A special “Media Mile” was contested 
for charity on April 20. Bill Green of 
W.C.S.H. was with Predetermined draw­
ing away in 2:17.4, giving a great 
“Bowden demonstration” coming down 
the stretch. Dave Brenner of the Lewis­
ton Sunday Sun closed to finish second 
with Totally Tough, others competing 
were Scott Carpenter of WLAM radio, 
John James of WKCG and finally Hank 
Burns who will be forced back to the
drawing board to re-think his driving 
strategy so explicitly defined in his 
Portland Sunday Telegram column.
The spring meet at Lewiston Raceway 
continues through Saturday May 3rd.
IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
May 2 — Early Bird Series-Cardinal Final 54,000-Lewiston Raceway. 
May 2 — Leonard Pooler Memorial Pace — $15,000. Lewiston closer. 
May 3 — Scarborough Downs-qualifying races 10:30 a.m.
May 4 — Scarborough Downs opening extravaganza — 1:30 post.
May 4 — Pine Tree Pacing Series 53,300-lst leg Scarborough Downs. 
May 11 — The Governor's Pace $12,800. at Scarborough Downs.
May 11 — Pine Tree Pacing Series $3,300-2nd leg Scarborough Downs. 
May 15 — Maine Breeders Stakes -Yearling, 2 & 3 yr. payments due
May 15 — New England Sulky Championship Yearling payments due. 
May 15 — Bangor Raceway-final date for late closing entries.
May 15 — Mass. Sire Stakes — two year old and yearling payments due. 
May 18 — Pine Tree Pacing Series $3,300.-3rd leg Scarborough Downs. 
May 23 — Bangor Opener 7:30 Post at Bangor Raceway.
May 25 — Bucky Day Memorial Day Pace — $25,000 Foxboro Raceway. 
May 25 — Pine Tree Pacing Series Foal $6,500-Scarborough Downs. 
May 26 — Memorial Day Classic $8,000-Scarborough Downs._________
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HORSE & BUGGY 
TACK SHOP
ENGLISH—  WESTERN — DRIVING
Tel. (207)324-5282
Grooming Aids 
Leather Care 
Products
Health Products p
VISA
MASTER CARD 
Lay-A-Way 
Gift Certificates
202 M AIN ST. SPRINGVALE, ME 04083
A.H.C. Publications
The American Horse Council has 
added to its list of available horse 
publications a new summary of sales and 
use taxes as applied in the fifty states to 
purchases of horses and horse-related 
goods and service.
The report is available in two forms, 
a shortened 8-page version offering table
sum m aries of the various state  
provisions and a longer (82-page) report 
featuring a thorough description of the 
regulations and their various appli­
cations.
The short summary covers state sales 
tax rate for horses, breeding fees, feed 
for horse farms and farm equipment and 
is available free of charge to Horse 
Council members, non-members can 
receive a copy by forwarding a request 
to the Washington office along with a 
self-addressed envelope containing 39c 
postage.
The 82-page report is available at a 
charge of $15. Listed below are ad­
ditional publications that are availabe.
The address that you can write to get 
these publications is the American Horse 
Council 1700 K Street, N.W. Washington, 
D.C. 20006. Make sure to include a self- 
addressed stamped evelope for any free 
applications.
GENERAL PUBLICATIONS
Tax Tips for Horse Owners......... $2.00
Equine Syndications.................... $ 3.00
AHC Horse Industry
Directory............................. ......... $ 5.00
Horse Owning and Breeders
Tax Manual................................... $90.00
Pursuing a Career in the
Horse Industry.................... No Charge
REPORTS AND SUMMARIES 
State Sales and Use Tax Laws:
State by State
Review............................    $15.00
State Sales and Use Tax Law: ^
Table Summaries........................  $25.00 *
State Racehorse Medication 
Rules: State
Review.................................   $30.00
State Racehorse Medication 
Rules: Table
Summaries................................. $25.00
Thoroughbred Breeder/Owner Incentive
Programs...................................  $10.00
Standardbred Breeder/Owner Incentive
Payments.......................... No Charge
Impact of Proposed Tax 
Reform on Horse
Industry.....................................  $30.00
U.S. Withholding Tax on
Non-Residents.....................  No Charge
Taxation of Advertising Income:
Non-Profit Groups..........  No Charge
A ll A c c o u n tin g  F u n c tio n s  
In c o m e  T ax es S y n d ica tio n s
We Specialize In Horse, Stable and Other Agricultural Enterprise^
$$$ Call or Write $$$
HAND OVER ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 3 N. Monmouth, Maine 04265 Tel. 207-933-4065
The Northeast Harness News is published monthly for $10.00 per year by Jean 
B. Emerson of R.R. 4 Alfred Rd., Biddeford, Maine. Second class postage paid 
Biddeford, Maine USPS 747-590. Postmaster send address changes to Northeast 
Harness News RFD #3, Box 359, Boom Rd., Saco, Me. 04072.
Change Of Address Form
Your Name: 
Old Address: 
City:_______
Date:
State: Zip:
New Address:
State: ZiPLCity:__________ _______________
Please check your mailing label for correct address and expiration of subscription 
Please notify of a change immediately, second class mail is not forwarded. 
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.
It’s Subscription Time.... 
Don’t Miss A Single Issue! ,
NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWSj
For those interested in the Standardbred sport in New England! To facilitate efficiency j
dll be accepted immediately on a once yearly basis. II initial subscriptions and renewals will
I Save Over Single Copy Issue! Make Checks Payable To: Northeast Harness News
New Renew Print Mailing Address
$10.00 per year
NAME:.I 
1
| ADDRESS:
CHECK NUMBER: 
_ CHECK DATE:
ZIP:
N ew  and Used
HORSE TRAILERS 
FOR SALE
4 Star - Trail Et - W.W. 
Show Me - Featherlite
• Deluxe customs to basic stock models.
• Combination stock/Thoroughbred size
• 2 to 10 horse capacity.
•  S lan t lo a d  v a r ie t ie s
• All size goosenecks
• Various aluminum models
• Priced at *1,400 and up.
L ots o f stock  on the grounds -
We take trailers in trade!
TOWNSEND’S TRAINING FARM, INC.
Concord, New Hampshire
Call: 603-224-9141 or 603-225-2609
----- Ihl—T. —=r-4------nnV -r—--  — | mu
| Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor B£omJW.^Saco,_\le. 04072_________|
Foals Of The Month
SIRF-DAM
My Bill Forward-Fallon 
Best Jeffrey-Best of Wise 
Keystone Tryst-Sugar Spur 
Romano Hanover-Lady Merlin 
May Bill Forward-Sassoon 
Cavalcade-Kash Design 
Nevele Pilot-Some Advance 
My Bill Forward-Lucindy 
Trusty Dream-Rum's Mae 
Keystone Tryst-Formal Alliance 
Tyusty Dream-Two Words 
^Charo's Skipper-Gaines Time 
Trusty Dream-Ardina Sterling 
Romano Hanover-Bee Bee Blue Chip 
Trusty Dream-Mighty Adios Maid 
Romano Hanover-Motivator 
Copter Lobell-Justathrill 
Romano Hanover-St. Clair Lynx 
Trusty Dream-C'Est Shabu
SEX OWNER
filly Dr. Alroy Chow
colt Gene Smith
filly Cead Mile Farm
filly Nancy Rogers
colt Ken Ward
filly Jean Emerson
filly Cead Mile Farm
colt Charlie Main
colt Bud Cianchette
filly Cead MileFarm
colt Tom Perkins
filly Young Meadow Farm
filly Winchen, Howell, Smith
filly Paul Bonefant
filly Frank Pike III
colt Roger Fournier
filly Young Meadow Farm
filly Ellery Corson
filly Al Blake
The newborn filly (Gibson Lobell-Sprite’s Dream) owned by Sandy Brook Farm enjoys 
the sunny spring weather.
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This handsome weanling colt (Trusty Dream-Mighty Irish Peg) is owned by 
Roosevelt Susi.
Romano Hanover-Tourtellea 
Copter Lobell-Keystone Lilith 
Nevele Pilot-Amy Lobell 
Charo's Skipper-Joanette 
Trusty Dream-Australia 
Mountain Skipper-Lady Gray 
Romano Hanover-Keystone Windsor 
Trusty Dream-Bayville 
Gibson Lobell-Sprite's Dream 
Cavalcade-Cory's Pony 
Copter Lobell-Miss Count Gallon 
Nevele Pilot-Namahama 
Keystone Tryst-Quickly 
Trusty Dream-Mighty Irish Peg 
Charo's Skipper-Solid Fell 
My Bill Forward-Jenny's Jet 
Gibson Lobell-Amanda T.
Rebel Bret-Win Me 
Trusty Dream-Star Is Born 
The Fireball-Aurora Yenton 
Charo's Skipper-Palindrome 
Trusty Dream-Malanna
filly Cead Mile Farm 
colt Young Meadow Farm  
colt Cead Mile Farm 
colt Young Meadow Farm  
filly George Cameron 
colt A.&D. Ledbury 
colt Jane Langdell 
filly Tim Moran 
filly Jean Emerson 
colt Bob Pearson 
colt Young Meadow Farm  
filly Cead Mile Farm 
filly Dale Leclair 
colt Roosevelt Susi 
filly Young Meadow Farm 
filly Leonard Pierce 
colt Arnold Miles 
filly Karen Somerby 
filly Don Holsapple 
colt Duane Hodgkins 
colt Young Meadow Farm 
filly Ruth Rollins
DUPUIS FARM
B uxton Rd., S a co , Me. 0 4 0 7 2
An All Purpose Farm Facility Offering The Following Services:
Freshening R aceh orses  
W eanling And Yearling Turnout 
Broodm are Boarding & Preparation
• Foaling A ssis ta n ce
• Trailering And D elivery
• S a le  Of Hay, B aled  Shavings Etc.
Standing At Stud
The H andsom e Grey Pacing S ta llion ....
FLEET FURY p .2:00 .4  (S m og-F leet D onut)
The First Crop Sire Of Two Year O lds In ’86 ...
REBEL BRET P. 1:57.1 (Bret H anover-Propellor)
The Grand C ircuit Q uality Trotter....
SPRINGFEST 2, 2:03  (N evele Pride-W eeping Cherry)
C ontact: Lynn-Marie Sm ith , Farm M anager
T el.-207-2 8 4 -4 7 2 6
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Bangor Raceway
M ay 23rd July 26th
1 9 8 6  L a te  C lo s in g  P ro g ra m
Nom inations C lose  M ay  15,1986
The Penobscot
Pace NW $6,000 in 1985 (Mares $9,500) 
Friday, May 23, $2,000 
Friday, May 30, $2,000 
Friday, June 6 (Final) $2,500 added
Nominating Fee $50 Final Est. S3,000 No Starting Fee
The Dow n East
Pace NW $4,500 Lifetime (4 yr. old & under) 
Thursday, June 12, $1,500 
Thursday, June 19, $1,500 
Thursday, June 26, (Final) $2,000 added
Nominating Fee $30 Final Est. 52,500 No Starting Fee
The Aroostook
Trot NW $3,750 in 1985 (Mares & 4 yrs. old $5,000) 
Wednesday, June 25, $1,500 
Wednesday, July 2, $1,500 
Thursday, July 10, (Final) $2,000 added
Nominating Fee $30 Final Est. $2,500 No Starting Fee
The P ine Tree
Pace NW $4,500 in 1985 (Mares $6,000)
10 Starts required in 1985 
Thursday, July 10, $1,500 
Thursday, July 17, $1,500 
Thursday, July 24, (Final) $2,000
Nominating Fee S30 Final Est. $2,500 No Starting Fee
Note: New Cash/Sell system installed by United Tote Co. Featured for 1986.
In v ita tio n a ls
Sun., June 15, The City of Bangor $3,000 
3 yr. old Invitational Pace
Fri., June 27, Veteran's Remembrance Bridge $1,750 
2 yr. old Pace
Sal., July 26, Bass Park Invitational 
3rd Annual Pace $5,000
100 OlITTON ST., BANGOR. ME 04401 • ( 207) 942-
Harness Racing Dates
May 23, 24, 25, 30, 31
June 1, 6, ’h 8, a , 12,
13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29
July 2, 3, 4:, 5, 6, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19
v  20, 23, 24, 25, 26
The Maine Circuit By LEE allen
Trusty Bilbo, a four year old winner of seven races, is pilated by the veteran Don 
Richards.
Trusty Bilbo. Grandpa Harrv, Leigh 
Fitch and Carrie Mahar earned the top 
Al-Var honors from March 1 through 
April 15.
Trusty Bilbo was the only pacer to re­
cord four winning trips with*Al-Var speed 
ratings over 100. He had ratings of 110. 
109, 105 and 104. The 116 was a new sea­
son’s record.
The 4-year-old lull brother of Trustv 
Star did not blossom during his 2 and 3- 
vear-old seasons, as brothers Trusty 
Blaze, Trusty Wiseguy and Star did, but 
he has been smoking so far this year.
The Pacer of the Month is owned and 
trained by Delbert Ellis Jr. of Hebron. 
Gerald MacKenzie drove him to three of 
his 100-plus ratings. Don Richards was in 
the bike for the 110 score.
Three trotters each had three winning 
trips with Al-Var ratings over 85. They 
were Grandpa Harry. Fort McHenrv and 
Long Hill Bill. Grandpa Harry is Al-Var 
Trotter of the Month because he had the 
highest ratings.
Grandpa Harry’s ratings were 99, 98 
and 96. Fort McHenry was runnerup with 
99, 92 and 87. Long Hill Bill had 91, 86 and
85.
Following are pacers that posted Al- 
Var speed ratings of 100 or higher, for a 
winning trip, from March 1 to April 15: 
THE SUPERSTARS
Trusty Bilbo, D.Richards 116
French Major. D.Ingraham 115
Armbro Blaze, F.Parker 115
Prodigal Son, F.Parker 113
Power Passer. G.Deletetsky 113
Windsock Smoker, R.McGhee 113
Burton Blue Chip, G .Herrick 113
Crane Hill Italia, M.Mosher 112
Atomic Power, R.Sumner 112
Special Service, R.Sumner i l l
Crane Hill Italia. M.Mosher i ll
Riv-Lea Roma, J.P. Farrell i l l
Pine Point Jes, D.Richards i ll
Sly Dig, L.Fitch llO
French Major, D.Ingraham lio
THE STARS
Precious Bill, R.Sumner 109
Trustv Bilbo. G.MacKenzie Jr. 109
Pine Point Jes. D.Richards 108
Southern William. G.Nye 108
Trv Goodbve. K.Case * 108
Long Hill Joe. R.Bickmore 108
Escape By Day, R.Mallar 108
Shadydale Go," D.Watson 107
Thanks Harv. R.Sumner 107
Woemance, R.Mallar 107
Motor Liner. L.Fitch 107
Torrington, L.Fitch 106
Try Goodbye, K.Case 106
Roan Skipper. L.Fitch 106
Jessie Rich, R.Sumner 106
Atomic Power, R.Sumner 106
Baron Haven, L.Fitch 105
Trusty Bilbo, G.MacKenzie Jr. 105
Heasan, D.Watson 105
Long Hill Joe. R. Bickmore 105
Merrie Jeremy, R.Sumner 105
Burton Blue Chip, L.Fitch 105
Shadydale Hiflight, D.Richards 105
Made Of Luck, D.Ingraham 104
Pullet, G.Bowden 104
Gaelic Vision, S.Mancine 104
Acres Abbe, R.Mallar 104
Motor Liner, L.Fitch 104
Jennifer’s Champ, R.Sumner 104
Trustv Bilbo G.MacKenzie Jr. 104
King Of Spades. M.Mosher 104
Moon Beyond, K.Case 104
Hardy Alrnahurst, M.Mosher 104
It’s A'Demon, L.Fitch 103
Flying Francis. D.Goodblood 103
The Trotter of the Month is owned and 
trained by Dwight Grover of East Stone- 
ham. Bion Pike is the driver Grandpa 
Harr\ is an 8 year-old son of Lord Pick
After winning Lewiston's trotting se­
ries, Fort McHenrv shipped to Vernon 
Downs for an early-closer series at that 
track and won the first leg. for $3,750. in 
2:04 over a wet track. Regular driver 
Mitch Gallant was in the bike.
Leigh Fitch is Al-Var Driver of the 
Month He had 15 drives in which he put 
ratings of 100 or higher on pacers or 80 or 
higher on trotters. Bob Sumner was run­
nerup with 11 magic-figure drives. Ro­
land Mallar had eight while Marc Mosher 
and Gerald MacKenzie Jr. each had six.
Carrie Mahar is Al-Var Trainer of the 
Month. Her horses reached magic figures 
nine times. Gerald Herrick had five, Del 
Ellis and Elmer Ballard four each.
The fasted time by a pacer during the 
period was turned in'by Armbro Blaze, a 
2:01.1 mile with Freeman Parker in the 
bike.
The fastest mile by a trotter was 2:04.2 
bv Grandpa Harrv with Bion Pike driv­
ing.
Uncle Ford, L. Fitch 103
J.C .s Tarpon Star, M.Mosher 103
Jennifer's Champ, L.Fitch 103
G.H. Abe, L.Fitcn 103
Zip Along Toot. W.LaFreniere 103
Shadydale Go, D.Watson 103
Craig's Call, R.Sumner 102
Binay’s Friend John, R.Mallar 102
Long Hill Joe, R.Bickmore 102
King Of Spades, M.Mosher . 102
Avon Kitten, R.Sumner 102
Chicken Bauk Bauk, W.LaFreniere 102 
Movin Up. R.Sumner 102
Honor Mark. T.Vanidestine 101
The Banker N. W.Whittemore 101
Windsock Smoker, R. McGhee 101
Trip Sixes. L.Fitch 101
Katie D., D.Richards 101
Moven Machine R.Bartlett 101
Sea Ranch Beach, K.Case 101
Air Mail. D.Gray 100
Acres Abbe, R.Mallar 100
Bindy’s Friend John, R.Mallar 100
J.C.’s Tarpon Star R. Mallar 100
D.B. Pomp. L.Fitch 100
Joe Pitch, L.Fitch ioo
Impeach. S.Bard ioo
Gaelic Fortune. D.T.Sumner 100
Ann's Title. S.Bard ioo
Following are trotters that posted Al- 
Var speed ratings of 80 or higher, for ? 
winning trip, from March 1 to April 15:
THE SUPERSTARS 
Fort McHenrv, M.Gallant 
Grandpa Harry, B.Pike 
Grandpa Harry, B.Pike 
Grandpa Harrv. B.Pike
The sta r s
Studleys Dream. D.Goodblood 
Solar Rav. G.Nve 
A.J. Flight. D.Ingraham 
W.W?. Overlook, K.Case 
Fort McHenry, M.Gallant 
Long Hill Bill, G.MacKenzie Jr 
Archie Butler, T.Vanidestine 
Studlev’s Dream, D.Goodblood 
Tone Hanover, J.Durfee 
Fort McHenry, M.Gallant 
Long Hill Bill. G.MacKenzie Jr. 
Long Hill Bill, G.MacKenzie Jr 
Abe s Success D.Ingraham 
Victory Plus. C. Lemeieux 
Fred’s Profit, D.Grav 
Victory Plus, C.Lemfeux
99
99
98
%
94
94
94
93
92
91
89
88
87
87
86
85
81
81
80
80
Race Me Aggie
Look her up and check out her
Broodmare of the Month:
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By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
Now Race Me A*a n  a o rt ggie has been retired 
pedigree, and there just isn’t much there to her home the Race Me Stables in 
to generate enthusiasm, but put Race Me Westbrook. More important she has 
Aggie into perspective, and she is not recently delivered a G.G. Skipper filly, 
only a promising broodmare, but sym- elevating her own pedigree and in turn 
bolic of the transition of the Maine representing the improved quality of the
Breeders
Race
s program. entire Maine Breeders program in the
Me Aggie is a daughter of process.
Tartastic, a Tar Boy mare who traces G.G. Skipper, like Skipper Knox and 
through Royal Napoleon. She is by Bret’s Skipper Glen,, is by Meadow Skipper and
o „ it__  r r. , represents a more elite plateau of
Jloy a Bret Hanover from a Darnley stallion than has ever stood in Maine. He 
onare, but more important she is the firstidui tarn sne is me ursi js a sjre w }^1 potential to produce 
two minute product of the Maine extreme early speed.
BrAHHetL PfografIU' t u r n   ^ Dana Childs, the steward of the farm, Add the fact that Bret s Boy, along acjmjts the difference in appearance and 
with horses like Watchful. Dean Gamble, outiook of the new generation of colts.- 
Mr. Suffolk and Time Clock is represen- “They are the best we’ve ever had,” he 
tative of the first foundation level of states
sires in Maine, and Race Me Aggie is a long look reveals the trend, 
akin to a foundation mare of the pro- Tartastic and Bret’s Boy are both gone 
gram. from Race Me Stables; each served a
Race Me Aggie was a 2:08.2 winner as purpose. They have been replaced by the 
a two year old and a dominant three year next generation G.G. Skipper and Race 
old, earning a 2:04.2 mark. She became Me Aggie who are presently producing 
the first Maine stakes mare to earn a their own replacements. It is tne nature 
2:00 credit when Bruce Ranger marked °f an expansive breeeding program for 
her in two minutes flat at Foxboro in one generation to mark the next. The 
1933 birth of Race Me Aggie’s first foal
Since then she tested the waters in represents a milestone not only for her 
New York and elsewhere, earning a total breeder, but for the entier Maine beeding 
of more than $65,000 in the process. program as well.
A FEW OF OUR TOP SELLERS ARE:
BOOST- i t  — A complete vitamin-mineral mix that uses fish concentrate as its source 
of protein. Fish concentrate has certain amino acids available to the horse that 
vegetable protein (soybean, alfalfa, corn) does not. BOOST- i t  is the best equine daily 
supplement.
COMBINE- i t  — Contains vitamin E, selenium, Brewer’s yeast, 1% Yucca 
Extract, and digestive enzymes. Very good results are reported in horses suffering 
from arthritis and muscle soreness. Good when breaking young horses to their 
proper gait.
N-R-G- i t  (energy- i t  ) is an i t  exclusive and we at i t  are very proud of the many 
favorable reports. N-R-G- i t  is a mixture of amino acids and yeasts, that is designed 
for energy. This is not a daily supplement, but is used 3 days before an event where 
lots of energy is required.
REPLACE- i t  — Zinc — A complete electrolyte that contains zinc which is required 
for tissue repair. REPLACE- i t  is a white powder that disolves in water, “right now.” 
Nothing sinks to the bottom of the water bucket and nothing rises to the top. It is 
the best electrolyte available to the horse. Not all electrolytes are created equal.
RUB- i t  — Is our blue lotion. RUB- i t  is a little more expensive per pint or gallon, 
but is less expensive when you consider concentration. Most blue lotions have 1% 
or 2% methyl salicylate. RUB- i t  has 15% methyl salicylate and will make a fine 
paper scurf. A larger scurf will develop with more rubbing. RUB- i t  is the original 
“old fashioned” blue lotion.
PINK- i t  — Is approximately the same formula as RUB- i t ,  but we have added 
oil of mustard and phenol for added strength and anesthetic value.
HELP- i f — Is a white powder feed supplement. HELP- i t is used for horses having 
trouble finishing the mile. Results reported from drivers of bleeders is especially 
encouraging.
Contact F or Sales & Inform ation- 
C liff Bradbury, R t. 117 Box 243 Saco, Me. 
Tel. 207-929-5445
04072
Carol Gureckis, 21 Shaw Ave.
W. B ridgew ater, M ass. 02379 Tel. 617-586-1790
Blue Seal F eeds & N eeds
939 M ain St. South W indham. M e. 04082 207-892-9411 
D ow neast H orse S u pp ly
R F D  #1, Box 990 G reene, M e. 04236 Tel. 207-946-5845
B eech R idge F arm  F eed  S tore
193 B eech R idge R d . Scarborough, M e. 04074 Tel. 207-839-4098
IN SUMMARY....
i t -  has an extensive line of top quality equine products and is continuously improving 
existing products and developing new ones.
i t -  has two principals
1. Jim Burns D.V.M., with twenty five years experience on Standardbred racetracks
SHEPHERD, Montana (April 2, 1986) and its 50 percent interest in the right to and founder of the Rochester Equine Clinic. Dr. Burns recognized the need for quality 
- United Tote, Inc. today announced it market United Tote’s MicroTote 1000 products in the horse world and it  is filling the void.
has purchased Canadian affiliate, S.H.W. system in Canada. “The purchase sig- 2. Ernie Vandermast D.V.M., comes to it as general manager with manufacturing 
Totalisator Canada, Ltd., of Winnipeg, nificantly expands United Tote’s market expertise. Dr. Vandermast founded the Deering Veterinary Clinic and has twelve years 
Manitoba and also signed long-term presence in Canada and we are looking experience in general veterinary practice.
service contracts with two harness rac- forward to serving our new customers,” •. .  ^ ._. . ., . . , , . ,  .. . ee
ing facilities in the United States. United Tote chairman Lloyd Shelhamer “  convinced that these products are so dependable that we eon offer a money 
tuc urhii-h rlncpH VTarr-h ii iQQG back guarantee. In the variable world of horses, horse trainers, hor
said. “Our new Canadian customers are grooim that’s some stance!
_ _ _ _  .j ShI k * "
i g g ^ p g g g i f
Race Me Aggie and her recent foal, a filly by G.G. Skipper the farm owned Maine 
eligible stallion.
United Tote Expands
se owners and
•’till add 23 Canadian pari-mutuel facili- ^
tSes to United Tote’s service contract S ? 1
base. The 23 tracks are located in nine 10??’ 0li,r c?sh//sell
Canadian provinces. Uon hTo with SHW ” 8
The company also announced it has
signed long-term service contracts with DaVm e n t s ^ o f I s m 7 l  i S  
harness racing tracks in Wilkes-Barre, Canadian) of which$43 ooo iIm^OO) was
85 facilities in the U.S. and Canada. tracks the U nitS States ” I
United Tote will do business in Canada tomer tracKS ln the Lmted States- | 
under the name, United Tote of Canada, Shelhamer said. “We are especially 
Inc., from new offices in Winnipeg. The pleased to introduce the MicroTote 1000 
office relocation will be completed about into Maine - the 23rd state in which we 
April 15. provide totalisator service.” United Tote
Under terms of the purchase agree- services all elements of the pari-mutuel 
m ent, United Tote bought from industry: thoroughbred, quarter horse,
i t -  wishes all in the horse world... Good Luck! That’s almost as important as using 
i t -  products!
Home Office of INTERNATIONAL TRENDS i t
James Burns, D.V.M., P.O. Box 1437,
Rochester, N.H. 03867 
Tel. 603-335-1550 
Or
603-652-4574
i t -U -i t -i t -i t -i t -i t -i t -i t -i t -i t -i t -i t
Wrightmar Industries (1985) Ltd. of harness and greyhound tracks and jai ^  
Canada its 50 percent interest in SHW alai frontons..
0 ^ %
© 1983 INTERNATION) 
* Proprietary Marta o
\L  TRENDS IN THOROUG 
1 i t * ,  tne.
HBRED CARE. INC.
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Hall of Fame News
Carmine Abbatiello James M. Lynch
Trainer-driver Carmine Abbatiello and Roosevelt because of his bright-colored 
racing official James M. Lynch have racing silks.
been elected the the USHWA Living Hall Carmine went into harness racing
of Fame by members of the United from high school, learning from brother 
States Harness Writers Association. Anthony before starting his own stable in 
They are the 36th and 37th harness racing 1964. Harness Horsemen International 
greats to enter the sport’s shrine. Along presented its “Man of the Year” award 
with Levi Harner, who was named to the to him in 1982.
Hall of Fame earlier, the two men will Jim Lynch is a highly respected
be honored at the association’s awards director of racing who worked for many 
banquet on Sunday, April 13, 1986 at the years at Liberty Bell Park and is hailed 
Hyatt Cherry Hill. NJ, and they will be as the “dean of racing secretaries” and 
formally installed in the Hall of Fame at has trained many of today’s best-known 
Goshen the following July 6. officials in sport.
Abbatiello, of Colts Neck, NJ, recently In his teenage years Jim helped 
went over the 6,000 plateau in career organize matinee racing in Weymouth, 
victories. He also earned more than $40 MA, and later saw service in the U.S. Air 
million in purses. Campaigning almost Force. He taught school following the 
exclusively at the tracks in the New war but left to work full time at several 
York metropolitan area, Carmine has tracks in official and executive positions, 
been dubbed “The Red Man” by the His association with Liberty Bell began 
leather-lunged fans at Yonkers and in 1969.
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
Qualifying Races 
Pacers 2:10 Trotters 2:12
Declare by 6:00 P.M. the night before
Wednesday, April 30th 10:30 A.M. 
Saturday, May 3rd 10:30 A.M.
Two and three year olds plus *1100 claimers allowed one second
FOR SALE
Broodmare And Foals
The 14 yr. old  producer....
SHACKO M ORAKA p . 2:03.3 (Open)
(Com m andant M oraka-Shadow M oraka)
The yearling filly ....
M ANDIE by G ood K night S tar 
M ass, and N ew  England Stakes eligible
The tw o year o ld  filly ....
WILD IRISH  N IP PE R  by Cavalcade 
M ass, and N ew  England Stakes eligible
F or details call:
Drouin Farm Metheun, Mass.
Day: 617-973-7494 Eve: 617-683-3711
WILLOW SKIPPER * i*. m,1:582h
B y M E A D O W  S K IP P E R  a n d  o u t  o f  to p  p r o d u c in g  m a re  IM A G INE.
D a m  h a s  6  in  2 :0 0 !
’71 — Counselor J. p.2:00 $84,000. (Buxton Hanover)
’73 — Counselor R. p.l:59 $178,568. (Meadow Skipper)
’75 — Miss Gold Skipper T.T. 1:58.1 $205,339. (Meadow Skipper)
’77 — Willow Skipper p.l:58 $116,991. (Meadow Skipper) 
7 9  -  Willow Bowl p.l:55.1 $119,230. (Albatross)
’80 — Lucky Guess p.l:57.2 $22,474. (Bret Hanover)
Z*'*
Willow Skipper wins out of post #10 at the Meadowlands in 1:58 lor driver Bill O’Donnell.
Introductory 1986 Stud Fee Only $350.
Standing At:
SOMERSET STANDARDBRED STABLE 
P.O. Box 15 
Pittsfield, Me.
Tel. 207-487-5810
BREEDERS Please Note!
First 2:00 -  2 Yr. Old 
Receives $1000.
Foals eligible to the Maine, New England and 
ALL NEW ROYAL STALLION STAKES! .....
ON THE RAIL » ■*»«
I can see it now: no more tout com puters are able to do for tracks 
sheets, tipsters, playing your already, but relatively few are 
favorite num bers or nam es. No taking advantage of them mostly on 
m ore hat pin methods or trying to the grounds of economy. The hard- 
select winners at race tracks. I t’s all w are (th a t’s com puter talk for stuff 
perfectly clear: everyone will be his like screens, keyboards, prin ters, 
or her own handicapper. And it will etc.) is still costly and so is the 
done with buttons. Buttons tha t software (another new word tha t 
will lead directly to a com puter includes program s and non- 
somewhere at the race track , a equipm ent stuff). It also takes 
com puter that has all the necessary people a lot of time to put all the 
inform ation you’d ever need to inform ation into the com puter, 
com pare horse’s perform ances, Computers are like bright students; 
track  conditions, breeding, etc. This, they don’t know a blessed thing until 
of course, is much the sam e in- someone starts  feeding them  
form ation you’d expect to find in knowledge. However, once it’s all in, 
yog* common, everyday, garden- it’s there to stay, inform ation 
variety  racing program . But with waiting your beckoned call. All a 
race  program s, as you know, after com puter operator has to do is to 
you’ve digested all that inform ation, keep feeding additional and/or 
you still have to make a personal updated information and the c ritte r 
judgm ent. will store it away like a squirrel
Not so with the com puter. In an stores nuts for the w inter: you 
instant this technological w izard will wonder where it all goes, 
have looked over the field, m ade its a  com puter system can hold the 
com parisons, and will have m ade a nam es of all the S tandardbreds tha t 
judgm ent as to who has the best have ever been registered by tha t 
chances. You, the bettor, can accept breed nam e. Every bit of in- 
this advice, or go back to your own form ation about each horse can be 
intuitions or hat pin. deposited in the system, breeding
Ideally, there should be a com- inform ation, past perform ances, 
puter read-out screen at each money earned, owners — arranged  
clubhouse table or grandstand seat in any form a researcher m ight 
where such information can be need. Handy stuff for someone who 
obtained. With it, naturally, would is considering buying a certain  horse 
be a sm all keyboard — probably and wants to accurately check its 
about the size of a pocket history.
calcu lator’s — to provide the op- R ace tracks can place inform ation 
portunity for you, the bettor, to ask daily or nightly into a system  and 
your questions. then relay it directly into a main-
It all sounds pretty  wonderful, fram e somewhere where others can 
doesn’t it, having a com puter help draw  from it. This sam e com puter 
you decide on which horse to bet? can be used to drive a type-setting 
And chances are the com puter will device which could produce cam era- 
fare  quite well as an unem otional ready copy enabling the track  to 
handicapper. But it cannot and prin t its own race program s. It can 
never will be able to predict those also help set type and m ake entries 
things that can happen on a track  and results cam era-ready for 
during a race, those things tha t new spaper publication. Publicity 
helped originate the betto r’s lam ent and news feature stories, too.
— “ T hat’s what m akes horse R ace secretaries can m ake daily
rac in g !’’ use of com puter capabilities, as well
Computers, with all their as security, accountancy, the 
sophistication and expertise, m ay tra iners  and drivers, farm s, auction 
never be able to provide you a houses. Even the horses, 
winner for every race. Nevertheless, There doesn’t seem to be any end 
com puters are entering the world of to the possibilities a com puter 
harness racing one toe at a tim e and system  can offer the sport of harness 
before you know it, the sport — racing — or any sport for that 
despite its traditionalistic attitudes m atter. It provides g rea te r ef-
— will have its feet in and have ficiency and accuracy. Provides the
com puter waves lapping up around bettor with more free tim e, too — 
its ankles. tim e tha t can be used to figure out
There are long lists of things how to beat the system.
Theresa St. Pierre utilizes the new IBM computer in the main office at Scarbdro 
Downs. All factions of the racetrack will be served by this efficient component.
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Monticello’s New Maine Man
B o b  S u m n e r
Bob Sumner wins with Atomic Power at Lewiston Raceway before leaving to test 
the waters at Monticello Raceway.
MONTICELLO — Bob Sumner soon 
will follow a trail blazed by Walter Case, 
Jr., Gary Mosher and most recently 
Billy Parker, Jr., when the talented new 
Maine driving sensation moves his 20- 
horse stable to Monticello Raceway in 
April.
Last year Sumner, 24, had the ninth 
best universal drivers rating (UDR) in 
the country with a .358 average. The hot­
handed reinsman also drove 202 winners 
to rank in the top fifty in races won.
In a career that began in 1977 - while 
he was still a high school student - 
Sumner has driven 848 winners with the 
majority (766) coming in the last four 
seasons.
Sumner has currently been competing 
at Lewiston (Me.) Raceway and is that 
meet’s leading percentage driver with a 
.477 UDR. He has also driven 28 winners 
which ranks him second, 10 victories 
behind leader, Leigh Fitch.
“I’ve been contemplating a move out 
of Maine for some time now,” said 
Sumner, “And everyone keeps telling me 
that Monticello is the place to go. Why 
just last Sunday, Casey (Walter Case, 
J r .), who was here for a driving competi­
tion, insisted that Monticello Raceway is 
a good stepping stone and a great place 
to showcase your talent.”
Charles Day, who not only owns 
Lewiston Raceway but also campaigns a 
good stable of horses, including world 
champion Falcon Seelster, is high on 
Sumner. Says Day: “Bobby is a fine 
young man and a good all-around horse­
man. He’s been racing with us for the 
ast four years winning driving titles 
ere in ’83, ’84 and ’85. He runs a top- 
class outfit, too. ”
Sumner has been around harness rac­
ing since he was 8-vear-old when he 
started helping his dad around the barns.
“Dad always had horses as a hobby 
and I always liked being around the 
barns. Once harness racing gets in your 
blood, you’re hooked,” he said with a 
distinctive Maine accent.
After graduating from Bangor (Me.) 
High School. Sumner worked for Herman 
Renaud and Freeman Parker, two of the 
top horsemen in the Pine Tree State.
Bob began driving horses while still in 
high school but it wasn’t until 1982 when 
he was out on his own, that his talent 
began to surface.
That year the 5’- l l” - 140-pounder 
drove 187 winners. Then 2 years later 
Sumner gained national attention when 
his .375 UDR ranked him fourth in the 
country.
“He*s a top-notch driver and whenever 
he puts a horse on the track he’s always
tough to beat,” said Walter Case, Jr., 
who used to compete against Sumner on 
a regular basis a few years back.
Sumner is presently campaigning 43 
horses at Lewiston but plans to “weed- 
out” the lesser talented and move to the 
Mighty M with about 20.
‘rIve got some nice horses I’ll be 
bringing with me,” Sumner said. “I
know when you move to another track 
it’s hard to get catch-drives, so I’m 
planning on having some horses of my 
own.”
Atomic Power, who’s won 7 of 10 this 
year in Maine, is Sumner’s best.
“He’s beat the Open Class pacers two 
weeks in a row winning his last in 2:03 
over a slow track,” he said.
Also slated to come with the new 
Maine man are: Special Service, a 2:00 
winner last year at Scarborough Downs; 
Nestor Hanover, a 1:56 record pacer, 
Colt Sixty Nine, another Open Class 
horse and Colt Seevers, who’s un­
defeated.
Sumner, like so many that came to 
Monticello before him, eventually has 
his aim at “the big time” in metro­
politan New York.
“I would like to follow the lead of the 
other boys from Maine that are now 
doing well in New York, but in order to 
do so I realize I’ll need good stock and 
a lotta luck,” he said.
Be Wise.... Advertise In New England’s
Foremost Standardbred Periodical
NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS
Tel. 207-282-9295
Personal Service To:
Sales Companies Stallion Owners Farriers
Auto & Truck Dealers Racing Stables Feed Companies
Industry Organizations Breeding Farms Equipment Dealers
.............  ............  Race Tracks ______
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1986 MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKES
T w o Y e a r  O ld  C o n tin u a tio n s
HORSE SIRE-DAM OWNER
ABBO
ABRAKID ABRA 
A.C. BLACK JACK 
A.D.’s BELL
A. J. MAC
(Formerly Sarah Baroness) 
ALANA ROSE 
ARAPA’S HART 
BELINDA BUG 
BELLAMY RIVER DEB 
BET-LYN BONUS
B. J .’s ARDOR
B. J .’s WISE GUY 
B. J. DERRIPS
B. J. MYWAY 
BLACK ALICE 
BORN FREE MARX 
BRANCHBROOK DUKE 
BRANCHBROOK MOXIE 
BREEZILYN
BRET’S BEST BET 
BUNS A FIRE 
C-ANCHOR-SUE 
CADICAM
C. B. COLEMAN 
CHARBET BETTY 
CHINBRO AMANDA 
CHINBRO BONI 
CHINBRO CHOICE 
CHINBRO MARX 
CHINBRO SKIPTO LOU 
CHINBRO VELVET 
CINDY’S REBEL 
CLOVERS KITTY 
DALE’S SPIRIT 
DARN INDEPENDENT 
DARRYL THE GREAT 
DEE’S DUMPLING 
DELILAH LEE 
DOTTIES DYNAMITE 
DOWN EAST ANNIE 
DREAMY ANGELA 
DYNAMITE DEAN 
EAGLE CREST JESSIE 
FAIREST RAMBLER 
FANNOX
FASHION BARON 
FLEET NESS 
FLIRTATIOUS 
GAELIC BRAVO 
GAELIC FAME 
GAELIC MAGISTRATE 
GAELIC SAPHIRE 
GAELIC TITAN 
GAELIC VAGABOND 
GALEN RIDGECREST 
GALLUS MAG 
GENERAL STEPH 
GENIE RIDGECREST 
GEORGIA RIDGECREST 
GINGER RIDGECREST 
G-MAN RIDGECREST 
GONE BEYOND 
(Formerly Unnamed) 
GRAMIE^S EXPRESS 
GRANT RIDGECREST 
G. W. DAY 
GYPSY JOSIE 
H & W
HAROLD’S EXPRESS 
HAVE IT IN WRITING 
HIGH FALUTIN SHIRL 
HURRICANE AILEEN 
HURRICANE DIANE 
IN FRANCIS MEMORY 
J’s RING OF FIRE
J. SCOTT 
JAMES R. BRET 
JAY’S BAMBINO 
JE F F ’S SPEED  
JILL 0
JOHN E. MARCH 
JUSTIN PLACE 
KAN DO KID 
KENNEBEC
K. J .’s REBEL 
LADY PROMPT 
LARSENY 
LAVISH IMAGE 
LAVISH SOLICITOR 
LAVISH SURFER 
LEAPIN LIZZIE 
LIL’ MISS JEANIE 
LILY BAY ALLSTAR 
LINDA’S JOEY
LIN SKIP SALLY 
LISA’s FRAZIER BOY 
LITTLE RIVER BARON 
LITTLE TIA 
LONG HILL JOY 
LONG LEGGED MIKE 
LOREN’S JOE BUCK 
LOSER
M & M’s MAGIC 
M & M SISTER
(J.H. Baron-High Tru)
Bold Kid-Tagalong Sue 
Stephen O-Sweet Sota 
A.D.’s Alvin-Success Belle 
Baron Mansion-Miles End Sara
Levi Hanson 
Kathleen Robertson 
Allen Dowling 
E. & J. Ballard 
H. & W. McKenchnie
Rebel Bret-Valley Rose 
Bret Hart-Arapuni 
Herve Hanover-Bonny Brook Jane 
Best Jeffrey-Dave’s Lisa 
Travelin Boy-Betty’s Bonus 
Keystone Tryst-Dortown 
Best Jeffrev-Best of Wise 
Gypsy Pete-Golden Countess 
Best Jeffrey-Cheryl’s Gal 
Stephen O-Full-Time Dream  
Skipper Gene Marx-Golden Rocket 
Stephen O-Branchbrook Heidi 
Stephen O-Hay Halas 
Lord Vicar-Breeze In 
Rebel Bret-Bouncing Bet 
The Fireball-Keystone Bunny 
Anchor C-Susan Robin 
Peanut Gallery-Barbie Ellen 
Coleman-Spudometer 
Ace of Clubs-Tickory Man Jim  
Skipper Knox-Chinbro Sue 
Skipper Knox-Chinbro Brenda 
The Fireball-Greenacres Choice 
Skipper Knox-Chinbro Marge 
Skipper Knox-Lou Can Tangle 
Skipper Knox-Touch of Velvet 
Rebel Bret-DeLeon Cindy 
Keystone Tryst-Farmstead Gal 
Baron’s Mansion-Devil Spirit 
Best Jeffrey-Pretty Plumber 
Stephen O-Keystone Nymph 
Herve Hanover-Swift River Jane 
Rebel Bret-Fly Fly Caprice 
Mastermind-needs Oliver
Rebel Bret-Awesome Ann 
Stephen O-Andrea’s Dream  
Skipper Knox-Shirley Dean 
Lord Vicar-Randy’s Hiki 
Best Jeffrey-Fair Rambler 
Skipper Knox-Fannie Mae Byrd 
J. H. Baron-Pompey Meadow 
Tar Hanover-Adios Finesse 
Keystone Tryst-Adio Bum  
Nevele Pilot-Betty Byrd 
Coleman-Formal Alliance 
Nevele Pilot-Mar Jim Kaye 
Nevele Pilot-Some Advance 
Tar Hanover-Topless 
Tar Hanover-Vermont Adios 
Coleman-Cami Ridgecrest 
Rusty Range-Thorpes Partner 
Stephen O-Take The Gate 
Coleman-Aunt Ginny 
Jonas Hanover-J. M. Majestic 
Coleman-My Arab Friend 
Coleman-Piquonian Girl 
Skipper Gene Marx-Belle Black
W. F. Thoms 
Charlotte DuBreuil 
Paul McCrossin
E. & R. Hall 
Harvey McLaughlin 
John T. Lynch 
Gene Smith 
Harry Badger 
Shirley Frost 
Gary Sprague 
Arnold Stanhope 
William Whitcher 
William Whitcher 
L. & C. Quirrion 
Jean Emerson
A. J. Holts 
Clayton Stowell 
Gary D ’Alfonso 
Harold Ralph 
Charles Peers 
Ival Cianchette 
Roosevelt Susi 
Ival Cianchette 
Ival Cianchette 
4-Leaf Clover Stable 
Ival Cianchette 
Jean Emerson 
4-Leaf Clover Stable 
Augustine Crochere
F. & K. Bailey 
R. & C. Charloff 
Paul McCrossin 
Thomas Harris 
Harry Badger 
Robert Shumway 
Peter Mela 
Harry Nelson 
Nancy Levi 
Frank Withee 
William DiBiase 
Richard Cook 
Donald Ware/Paul Ball 
Michael Ledger
E. & J. Ballard 
William DiBiase 
Ronald Ralph 
Richard Howard 
Joseph Ricci 
Joseph Ricci 
Carlton Chamberlin 
Carlton Chamberlin 
Jeffrey Hinckley 
Carlton Chamberlin 
Carlton Chamberlin 
Carlton Chamberlin 
Carlton Chamberlin 
Marie Mollison
Brave Bid-Gramie K. B. 
Jonas Hanover-B. J. K. 
Election Day-Win Marie 
Gypsy Pete-Fly Fly Donna 
Scotcn Banker-Sarah T. Knight 
Stephen O-Greenacres Bunny 
Tam 0  Champ-Pacealong Jill 
Scotch Banker-Snirley Time Riggs 
Watchful-Keystone Satan 
Jonas Hanover-Omaha Hanna 
Scotch Banker-Wingbrook Dream  
The Fireball-Race Me J 
Pastime Fatman-Daytona’s Terri 
Rebel Bret-Princess Mary Lou 
Bold Kid-Yankee Blue Girl 
Stephen O-Speedy Jill 
Stephen O-Keep Movin 
Skipper Glen-Shaw Sheen Lady 
Skipper Knox-Star Is Bom  
Lord Vicar-Catherine Bumpas 
Bettor’s Choice-Miss White Flight 
Rebel Bret-K. J. K.
Skipper Gene Marx-Prompt 
Larsen Lobell-Linda Lou 
Best Jeffrey-Lavish Lady 
Best Jeffrey-Britzer Kate 
Best Jeffrey-Surf Side Miss 
Rebel Bret-White Oasis 
Larsen Lobell-Miscellaneous 
Big League Star-Star’s Snowbyrd 
Greenie D. Joey-Honest Linda 
Skipper Knox-Lin Mar Sally 
Old Frazier-Lisa Barmin 
J. H. Baron-Buzzer 
Mandate-Mar Con Ceres 
Rebel Bret-Frisky’s Best 
Main Morris-Twiggy Express 
Ace of Clubs-Be A Chief 
Gypsy Pete-Sherabreeze 
Mastermind-Flying Minnie K. 
Nevele Pilot-Singapore Sling
Robert Gibbs
Carlton Chamberlin
Alton Worth
Josette Bartlett
W. Whittemore/J. Duggan
H.P.&P. Burnham
Arthur Nason
Peter Hanley
Loring Norton
Robert K. Berry
Peter Hanley
Alton Worth
Sarah B. Brown
W. & C. Hughes
Marilyn Could
Leo Ouellette
G. & L. Brochu
J.Schrader/A.March
Donald Holsapple
Linwood Perkins
Richard Sanborn
Jean Emerson
David Richardson
Alice Bonenfant
B.Kellis/F.Daughan
B.Kellis/F.Daughan
B . K ellis/F . Daughan
Jean Emerson
Ruth Norton
Shirley Hopkins
A.March/J.Schrader
William DiBiase
George Goodblood
Harry Collins
4-Leaf Clover Stable
P. & B. Battis
Neal Tranten
R. W. Giggie
F . Hiscock/S. Lancaster
Robert Cain
A. & S. Smith
M. R. A.
MAE VENTURE 
MAJOR STEPH 
MARATHON MARGE 
MARSHARA 
MARY’S DATE 
MIJA ROMA PEARL 
MILFORD TIME 
MISCHIEF 0  
MISS COPPER STAR 
MISS TAMARAK 
MISS J.D.
MISTER BUD TIME 
MISTRYST
MOHAWK ELECTION 
MOLLY OCKETT 
MOLLY ORCHID 
MOONBRYTE BAY 
MOOSE IS LOOSE
MR. SCOTLAND
MS. P. D.
MS. ROCKY
MY LUCKY DAY 
MY REASON 
NATHAN DOING
NEEMEE
NOTSEW
OAK RIDGE LEAH 
ORA P.
PAT’S FUTURE STAR 
P. K.’s ELECTION DAY 
PERSUADABLE TOO 
PETE’S GYPSY SONG 
PINE RIVER LADY 
POLAND
POPLAR STEPHEN 
PRIM’S WID 0  MAKER 
PRINCESS BARON 
PURSLANE 
QUEEN OF CLUBS 
RACE ME. CAIN 
RACE ME. GINGERBRED 
RACE ME. G-WHIZ 
RACE ME. PEEK-A-BU 
RANGE BARON 
READY BENSON 
REBEL SURPRISE 
RITA’S BARON 
RIV-LEA DESTINY 
ROCKY 0  BARON
r o w d y  m c d o w e l l
RUSTINA GIRL 
SAMMY J 
SANDUST
SCOTTY MacBARON 
S.G. MARX 
SHAMROCK PAT 
SHOSHONA STAR 
SIMONE LEE BLAZON 
SKIPADON
SKIPPER’S SENSATION 
SPRUCE MT. RACER 
SPUNKY TRACI 
STAN’s FILLY 
STEVEN 0  
STORM LINE BRET 
(Formerly Unnamed) 
SUFFOLK’S ACE 
SUM PILOT 
SWIFT ANITA 
TASHA BABY 
TEARAWAY MARYLEE 
TEMPER JET 
TETER J.
TINY SOTA 
TRACK BARONESS 
TRAVADON 
TRUSTY EXPRESS 
TRUSTY GOOD GUY 
TRUSTY ROBYN 
TRUSTY SONG 
TRYSTER
TUCKERBROOK RUSS 
TWO KEYS FIFTH 
UNNAMED 
UNNAMED 
UNNAMED 
UNNAMED 
UNNAMED FILLY 
WALTZ ON JEFF  
WESTRIDGE DEDDIE 
WESTRIDGE RUTH 
WICKED BEST 
WINDSOCK BAY 
WINDSOCK DIANA 
WINDSOCK GAYZER 
WINDSOCK JENIFER  
WINDSOCK LASER 
WINDSOCK QUICKSILVA 
WINDSOCK SCOTTY 
WINDSOCK WISTY 
WINDSOR BARON 
WORTHY JEWELL 
ZOMBREWER HARRY
Persuadable-Lady B. True 
Skipper Knox-Mountain Mae 
Stephen O-Take the Bit 
Rebel Bret-Ammorine 
D and F-Volo Sue 
Mandate-Mary G. Butler 
Trusty Dream-Ranlom Missey 
Time Clock-First Count 
Stephen O-Miss Elaine T.
Fran Can-Cape Pine Luprince 
Skipper Gene Marx-Miss Honour N 
Lord Vicar-Peachy’s Gal 
Ammo Hanover-Aroostook Maid 
Keystone Tryst-Demon’s Angel 
Election Day-Mohawk Fancy 
Bold Kid-Lady Viking 
Rebel Bret-Trotwood Darlene 
Bret Hart-Tara Moon 
Bold Kid-Miss Close Call 
Mr. Suffolk-Robyn’s Comet 
Best Jeffrey-Kitty Abbe 
Bret Hart-Athena Rum 
Election Day-Lucky Gem 
Best Jeffrey-Fair Reason 
Skipper Knox-Valley Kim
Stephen O-Flaming Bret’s Star 
Best Jeffrey-Carrie of Raymond 
Laverto Hanover-Queen’s Mystery 
Best Jeffrey-Chocolate Float 
Big League Star-Star’s First Lady 
Election Day-Pompano Kris 
Persuadable-Quick Star 
Gypsy Pete-Flagg’s Princess 
Tar Hanover-Pacealong Breeze 
Stephen O-New England 
Stephen O-Tulip Poplar 
Tam 0  Champ-Prim Widow 
J. H. Baron-Our Little Missy 
Skipper Glen-Corgen Fulla Time 
Ace of Clubs-Mark’s Mare 
Dean Gamble-Mother Eve 
G G Skipper-Cool Ginger 
G G Skipper-Thorpe’s Dream 
Bret’s Boy-C’est Shabu 
Rusty Range-Barronella 
Ready-Set-Go-Miss Stardust 
Rebel Bret-Outa The Blue 
J. H. Baron-Petron Rita 
Mandate-Stacy Malloran 
J. H. Baron-Rock Maple Overli 
Lord Vicar-Free As A Breeze 
Rusty Range-Captain’s Girl 
Derecnito-Lisa J.
Rusty Range-Harry’s Sandy 
J. H. Baron-Mar-Con Marie 
Skipper Gene Marx-Tangee Jugette 
Herve Hanover-Maggie’s Sister 
Big League Star-Sassoon 
Worthiest-Nancy’s Sonny 
Skipper Glen-Herbars Brava 
Skipper Knox-Haw Lea Sensation 
D and F-Vanessa Dee 
Greenie D. Joey-Urania 
Bret Hart-Donna Lee Knight 
Stephen O-Polchas Dream 
Bret Hart-Elizabeth Mary
Kermit Allen
D. EUis/L.Hartley 
Joseph Ricci 
Linwood Perkins 
R.W. & R.L. Cushing 
Jean Emerson 
George Denney 
Raymond Boymgton
E . Copper/S. McDonald 
R. & K. Smith 
Arnold Stanhope 
Dennis Harrington 
Yale Ashe
Donnell Graham 
Alton Worth 
Cindy Lewis
A.Lefebvre/W.Hammond 
James Wright 
Cindy Lewis 
R. & D. Crochere 
H. & K. Coleman 
Paul Ball
H.P.& P. Burnham 
Donald Leclerc 
D. Higgins/P. Harriman/
D. Corcoran/ E . McClure 
Empire Acres
E. & J. Ballard 
Oak Ridge Farm  
George Pratt 
Elwood Staires 
Richard A. King 
Tom Perkins
J. & B. Flagg 
John Nason 
Arthur Nason 
Roger Dolan 
M. & W. Berry 
Sally Cook 
R. & S. Thompson 
Clayton Murchison 
Race Me. Stables 
Race Me. Stables 
Race Me. Stables 
Race Me. Stables 
Robert K. Berry 
Janet Tuttle 
Dupuis Farm 
Vernal Sinclair 
Edward Gilman 
Fulton Billings 
Jill Parker 
Robert K. Berry 
Loring Norton 
Gene Smith 
Gerald MacKenzie 
Arnold Stanhope 
Paul McCrossin 
Douglas Schmidt 
Simonne Lee 
Donald Tait 
Gardner Patterson 
Cecil Blackwood, Jr.
J.Michael Geaghan 
Arnold Dali 
Patricia Davis 
C. & G. Coffman
Mr. Suffolk-Deana’s Duane 
Nevele Pilot-Some Whirl 
Nevele Pilot-Swift Willow 
Skipper Knox-Tanya Moraka 
Mandate-An talee 
Best Jeffrey-Miss Robinhood 
Skipper Knox-Maggie T.
Bret Don-Tiny Widow 
J. H. Baron-Wilbea Puppet 
Travelin Boy-Trusting Terri 
Trusty Dream-Kash Design 
Trusty Dream-Andy’s Broom 
Trusty Dream-Parading Jezebel 
Trusty Dream-Yesterday’s Singer 
Keystone Tryst-Belle Fire 
Worthiest-TucKerbrook Fancy 
Tar Hanover-Norma’s Star 
Fran Can-Quiet One 
H. T. John-Sharpie Lobell 
H. T. John-Westndge Arlene 
Lord Vicar-Winnie Tarana 
Taconic Lobell-Stormy Lass 
Best Jeffrey-Gaelic Waltz 
H. T. John-To-Ri-Riley 
H. T. John-Westridge Yuk 
Best Jeffrey-Wicklow Nan 
Big League Star-Bonnies Pet 
Big League Star-Frost Princess 
Ideal One-Stargayze 
Big League Star-Aloha 
Big League Star-Ashgrove 
Big League Star-Silvers Kim 
Scotty Graduate-Raven Beauty 
Ideal One-Starbyrd 
Baron’s Mansion-Val Two 
Worthiest-Miss Knight Bret 
Best Jeffrey-Miss Patty C
Shirley Hopkins 
Clayton Lee 
R.W. & R.L. Cushing 
Robert Boulet 
Michael Sherr 
R. Robertson/C. Bragdon 
P.Reny/G.Turner 
William Barnes 
T. C. Powers, DVM 
Donald Tait 
Betty Bragdon 
Janice Anderson 
Edward Gilman 
Charles Kennedy 
D.Wight/F.Woodberry 
Basil Bryant 
Hugh Tukey 
Bruce McGhee 
C.Paul Mullen 
C.Paul Mullen 
Jerry Watson 
Russell Dixon 
P. & B. Battis 
C.Paul Mullen 
C.Paul Mullen 
Penelope Bubier 
B . McGnee/A. Pendexter 
Bruce McGhee 
Bruce McGhee 
Bruce McGhee 
Jeanne McGhee 
Bruce McGhee 
Jeanne McGhee 
Bruce McGhee 
R. & L. Hartley 
J . Woods/D. Boynton 
T. & L. Coleman ^
If you do not make the May 15th Sustaining payment of ’25 for Maine Breeders Stakes two year olds you 
will be removed from this list of eligible colts and fillies. (A *35. payment for three year olds is also due)
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Its been ten years since Marilyn and 
Paul Branagan committed their first 
down payment on Cead Mile Failte farm 
in Greene, Maine. Now ten years later 
Marilyn Branagan, the sparkplug of her 
family’s operation can best comment on 
the dramatic changes in the Maine 
breeding program.
Branagan nas been a proponent of 
many rule changes within tne Maine 
program, and now she’s 100% percent 
behind increasing the stallion regis­
tration fee from $25 to $100. “We’re 
interested in a quality program,” she 
said.
Branagan ought to know, her Cead 
Mile Failte farm stallions have altered 
the nature of the Maine breeding pro-
fram. When the Branagans moved to laine from New Hampshire with the 
intent of becoming a commercial 
breeder, they bred out of state and sold 
locally. At the same time they stood such 
horses as Nevele Pilot and Latham, 
horses which influenced the early years 
of the Maine stakes program.
As the farm grew the Branagans added 
stallions like Tar Hanover, Bret Hart, 
and Ammo Hanover, made the committ­
ment to exclusive Maine breeding. All 
the while they were gradually upgrading 
their farm, and bloodstock; mares and 
stallions.
Unlike many other farms they sold 
nearly all their colts at auction, come 
what may. When Unstable Sean sold for 
$500 and became a two year old cham­
pion for Elmer Ballard, he marked Cead 
Mile Failte yearlings as tops in their 
class and singled handedly moved 
Branagan colts to the top of the de­
pressed yearling market.
Last year Branagan sold the consign­
ment with the highest average and she 
is presently preparing eight yearlings for 
market in 1986. She is pointing to the 
September 6, Select Sale at Scarborough 
Downs.
She believes an increased stallion 
registraiton fee will lead to fewer 
stallions of higher quality, and higher 
stud fees will result in an improved 
program. “At $1500, the highest stud fee 
in Maine, it is not alot of money,” she 
said.
Romano Hanover, formerly of New 
Jersey and a stallion with a national 
repu ta tion , heads the studs a t 
Branagan’s farm. He is breeding his 
third Maine crop, with his oldest local 
foals as yearlings. Branagan also stands 
Sheryl’s Number a young Albaatross 
horse they bought and raced last year. 
He stands his first season in 1986.
A week ago they also acquired a 
Speedy Crown horse, Tell Me When, 
which according to Marilyn they will 
race then retire as the farm’s trot 
stallion of the future.
Sheryl’s Number has a mark of 1:59.4 
and Branagan expects it to be lowered 
next summer when he races the big 
tracks during the speed months.
Paul and Marilyn Branagan survived 
the last decade, but it hasnYt been easy. 
Paul supports the farm with a regular 
outside job, while Marilyn has worked 
regularly as a medical technologist. She 
also teaches while working full time at 
the farm, and paying the bills with her 
extra job. Now her kids are getting old 
enough to pitch in as well.
The farm is now 260 acres and there 
are typically 50 horses there at any one
The handsome Albatross stallion, Cheryl’s Number, and Paul Branagan at Cead Mile 
Failte Farm in Greene, Maine. f
time, but Branagan is worried about the 
future. She believes the market is being 
flooded with lesser quality yearlings, 
that the number of mares has stablized 
but the number of stallions has in­
creased.
Branagan believes it is just as ex­
pensive to raise a cheap yearling as a 
quality one.
After riding the roller coaster for ten 
years she is convinced her own farm will 
survive. “We will make it” , she said. “In 
a worst case senerio, we will do more of 
our own work and concentrate on quali­
ty.”
But she worries that the progress seen 
in recent years will be lost if tne number 
of stallions continues to proliferate.
Annual
BREEDERS SALE
S a tu rd a y  S ep tem b er  5 th  10 :30  A.M .
A t
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
S p o n s o re d  B y  T h e
M ain e  S ta n d a r d b r e d  B r e e d e r s  A nd O w n e rs  A s s o c ia t io n
Tlio open sale w ill include yearlings, two and three y e a r  old Stakes 
E lig ib le  horses, weanling 's and breeding stock. Catalogue fee is $25 
with 5% commission fo r M.S.B.O.A. members and 10% fo r  non-m em bers. 
Catalogue closing' date is June loth . Will welcome any advertis in g .
C o n tac t  T h e  F o l lo w in g  M e m b e rs  F o r  F u r t h e r  In fo r m a t io n  A n d  E n t ry  B la n k s
C a r l  C h a m b e r la in  2 0 7 -3 2 4 -4 6 8 1  B e r t  F e r n a ld  2 0 7 -7 8 2 -4 9 2 7
M a r i ly n  B r a n a g a n  2 0 7 -9 4 6 -5 6 2 8  R u th  N o r t o n  2 0 7 -7 9 7 -4 4 1 8
J e a n  C h ild s  2 0 7 -8 5 4 -2 4 9 4
> i * 1 1 * *: ’ \ y \ v \ » % * \ \ a * * * * * * * , , v ■ * . v * “ * • ' '
B&D Builders are well known in the 
construction business in Maine. Now Bill 
and Dot DiBiase are building a for­
midable harness racing stable under the 
banner Wildot Stable.
Currently the stable has a 15-head 
outfit in training a t Harrington, 
Delware, under the direction of trainer 
George Stevens. The number includes 
four two year olds of which three are 
eligible to the Maine Breeders Stakes 
and the other a New York eligible.
The three year old ranks are topped by 
Gaelic Squall who was race-timed m 1:57 
last season and is expected to make his 
debut in a series at Brandywine 
Raceway. His engagements include the 
New Jersey Sires Stakes in 1986.
The aged perfomres are headed by 
Glory’s Rick, who raced earlier at 
Yonkers. He came down with shipping 
fever, according to owner Suzette 
DiBiase, when shipped to Windsor, On­
tario for the Ambassador Series.
The other horses who have already 
raced include Mountain Flyer at Bran­
dywine and Brocade Sandy at Yonkers.
Suzette tells the Northeast Harness 
News that she expects the colts to return 
to Maine in June.
Visitors report the Wildot Stable well 
decked out with new trunks and stall 
plaques for each horse. Manny Robinson 
is assisting as second trainer.___________
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Wildot Stable’s, Glory’s Rick wins in January driven by the talented Gary Mosher tor owner Suzette DiBiase.
Stallion Profile:
Positioning himself as the dominant 
trotting stallion on the Massachusetts 
Sires’ Stakes circuit in recent seasons 
has been Roman Key (Speedy Count- 
Aydelotte). Standing at Francis McGee’s 
farm in Marlboro, Mass., on occasion, 
such as in a 1983 event at the Plainville 
Fair, all of the entrants in a MSS trotting 
field have featured Roman Key as a sire.
The royally bred Roman Key certainly 
possesses all of the credentials to be a 
successful sire. His own sire, Speedy 
Count, has long been recognized as one 
of the top trotting stallions in the nation. 
Meanwhile, his dam, Aydelotte, is a full 
sister to Shep’s Pride (1:59.2) and Japa 
(1:56.3) and is also a half-sister to the 
form er world-class tro tte r  Texas 
(1:57.3) and also Super Male (1:58.3).
A list of Roman Key’s progeny reads
Roman
like a virtual “Who’s Who” of Massachu­
setts stakes trotters over the past few 
years. Heading the parade is Naida’s 
Angel (Roman Key-Evil Step Mother), 
owned by Naida and Francis Gay and 
drivin by Bob Cross. An erratic filly 
prone to going off stride, Naida’s Angel 
still possessed excellent speed when she 
was able to stay flat. The filly earned 
$11,338 and a two-year-old in 1983, while 
setting a then-record for two-year-old 
trotters of the fair circuit, triumphing at 
the Spencer Fair in 2 15. Though Naida’s 
Angel did not experience as successful a 
1984 season, she nonetheless remains one 
of, if not the, top trotting fillies to 
recently compete in Massachusetts.
Taking over for Naida’s Angel as the 
top trotter in 1984 was another Roman 
Key-sired entry. Crane Hill James, out
Key
of the mare Happy Hostess. A member 
of the powerful Guidette Stable, always 
a major factor on the MSS circuit, Crane 
Hill James was a late-blooming colt who 
came on well at the end of his two-year- 
old season to take the Foxboro year­
ending events in 2 10 flat, equaling him 
with Ms. Turtle for the fastest mile 
trotted by a two-year-old in Massachu­
setts in 1983. For 1984, Crane Hill James 
was easily the most outstanding trotter 
in the state, highlighting his year with a 
track record 2:10.3 effort at the Sharlu 
Farm in Leverett and winning per­
formances at Foxboro.
Roman Key has occasionally made the 
transition to a pacing sire, most notably 
with Roman Maud in 1983 and 1984. 
Owned by Hadley’s Young Meadow 
Farm, Roman Maud enjoyed a profitable
by K.C. JOHNSON
two-year-old campaign, battling with the 
likes of Crane Hill Jamy and Wynn's 
Mabel By for top filly honors while 
earning some 11,226 and taking a mark 
of 2:05.2 at Foxboro. Over the winter of 
1983-84, however, Roman Maud de­
veloped a virus and never really was able 
to recover, and, although she did earn 
over $5000 as a three-year-old, she was 
never a factor in the Foxboro cham­
pionship events.
Roman Key experienced a down year 
in 1985, as the three-year-old trotting 
events were dominated by entries sired 
by Overland Hanover and Cadwallender. 
However, his progeny should come back 
strongly in 1986, and, for a stud fee of 
$1500, Roman Key qualifies as one of the 
real bargains on the Massachusetts 
stallions’ list.
H.T.A. News
In another major high court decision interest in maintaining the integrity of 
citing the “vital interest in maintaining the horse racing industry. Maintaining 
the integrity of the horse racing indus- the integrity of horse racing requires 
try” , the Supreme Court of Louisiana close and constant supervision. The 
has for the second time in six months legislature created the racing corn- 
ruled that evidence seized in a war- mission to carry out this regulatory task, 
rantless search is admissible in an Extending the exclusionary role to the 
administrative disciplinary action. The commission’s civil proceedings would 
first decision resulted in a 4-3 vote. This impair its ability to regulate. Without 
time the vote was 5-2, even though the close, constant regulation, there is a 
court admitted that two assumptions it danger that corrupt, incompetent, dis- 
reached in the first decisions had been honest and unprincipled horse racing 
in error. Both decisions came in the case practices can spread. Therefore, the 
of Vernon Pullin vs. Louisiana State state’s vital interest in maintaining the 
Racing Commission, 468 So. 2d 1198 (La. integrity of the horse racing industry 
1985) and both originally and on rehear- would be jeopardized, 
ing the court relied on the “balancing The NASRC’s review of the case is 
test” of United States v. Janis, 428 U.S. being distributed to all tracks.
433 (1976) and INS v. Lopez-Mendoza, 104 * ★ * * ★ ★ ★
S. Ct. 3479 (1984) and weighed social Mandatory drug testing of all partici- 
benefits of excluding unlawfully seized pants, upon “reasonable cause” , has 
evidence against social costs. As re- been authorized by the Kentucky Har- 
ported by the National Association of ness Racing Commission. The testing 
State Racing Commissioners Bulletin, applies to any licensee or track em- 
the court found: “On the cost side of the ployee, with a first offense bringing a 
balance, we consider that application of one day suspension and a second being 
the rule will require the commission to grounds for automatic revocation of the 
exclude concededly relevant and reliable drug abuser’s racing license. In the case 
evidence. In addition to this traditional of revocation, the abuser could apply for 
cost, however, we find that there is reinstatement only after completion of a 
another social cost which is both unusual certified drug rehabilitation program 
and significant. Louisiana has a vital approved by tne Kentucky commission.
Foxboro News by CARL METCALF
Williamsburg One was the winning MA, who has staked his star pacer to the 
even money choice in Sunday’s (4/20) Driscoll Series at the Meadowlands. 
$10,000 Minuteman Pace at Foxboro. Williamsburg One enjoyed a successful 
With trainer Peter Blood in the bike, winter campaign at Pompano Park while 
Williamsburg One was sent out as the racing in Invitational company, 
early leader, cutting the half in 1:00.4. ALL-STAR DRIVER CHALLENGE 
Roscoe Almahurst (Bob Tisbert) and SET FOR APRIL 27
Stamford (Wendell Donaway) were kept Four of the nation’s top drivers will be 
close to the pace, as Stamford took over at Foxboro for the second annual All- 
the front down the backstretch while Star Driver Challenge set for Sunday, 
parked out for a half. Williamsburg One April 27th. William O’DonneH, Jim 
was only a nose off the leader rounding Doherty, Walter Case, Jr., and Ted Wing 
the turn for home as he continued to race are all slated to appear to take on a team 
on the rail. Regaining command as the of Foxboro’s leading reinsmen. The 
field straightened out, Williamsburg competition will consist of four dashes as 
began to draw off and won going away all eight drivers go head-to-head in a 
by two lengths. race-for-points series.
A four year old son of Oil Burner, The invading quartet are all Foxboro 
Williamsburg One returned $4.00, 2.40, Alumni, having raced at the 5/8 oval over 
and 2.20 in the 1:58.4 effort. The last half the years. The Foxboro squad will 
was cut in a swift :58 flat. consist of the leading dash drivers, likely
Williamsburg One has pushed his to be Steve LeBlanc, Bob Tisbert, John 
lifetime earnings to iust under $100,000 Marshall and either Steve Mahar or Kim 
for owner Tom Gonsalves of Chelmsford, Ireland.
FOR SALE
Jetline Treadmill 
Used approximately 500 hrs. 
Call: 603-279-8624 Anytime.
College by day, announcer’s booth by ark. Then he helped the well known Gene 
night, with a little serious writing about Hart at venerable Harrington, 
harness racing in between. That’s the So, the Foxboro job has actually given 
schedule for Joe Asher, and it’s all the Asher an easier pace. He was going to 
more remarkable because he’s only school and working eight hours a night 
eighteen years old. at Brandywine. Now it’s college classes
Asher took over the Foxboro announc- and the four-hour announcer’s stint at 
ing job on January 2, 1986, and has night at Foxboro. 
rapidly caught on as a favorite. He took Asher’s “other” career is harness 
the spot held for years by popular Wally writing. “Hoofbeats,” the prestigious 
Cryan, well-known Providence, R.I. TV harness racing monthly, had Joe’s pieces 
news and anchorman. about On The road Again in January and
Asher’s career has already been Manfred Hanover in the March issue, 
studded with the opportunities to learn Earlier he had written opinions from 
from top notch men in racing, writing leading drivers like Bill O’Donnell and 
and the broadcasting fields. Well known Jackie Parker, Jr., on the helmet ques- 
Wilmington, Delaware sports writer tion. “Right now I’m working on a story 
Jack Chevalier enlisted Asher to handi- about Yankee Mailman,” Joe says with 
cap at Delaware Park. And young Joe a secret grin. The angle is that the 
had the chance to live with the family of mailman doesn’t always deliver. “He 
Olin Davis, the great Delaware trainer- around Delaware, and his record is 
driver. “It was hard and something I had something like 0 for 115. He’s the second 
to think about, leaving my family and losingest horse of all time.” 
friends to come up here,” Asher admits. Asner is 18 and right now life is a 
He started his freshman year at the breeze. But he had to grin and bear it 
University of Delaware and all of his life after a couple of those slight miscalcula- 
had been spent around Delaware and the tions which befall announcers. “I was 
nearby area. “But I drove up here doing the third race on the opening card 
January 1st and it’s been great. I’m at Harrington,” Asher recalls. “At Bran­
going to Massasoit Community College, dywine tne number 2 horse had been 
taking liberal arts and some pre-law blue, the number 3 white. It was just the 
courses. Some day I hope to go to law opposite at Harrington. So I had a 25 to 
school.” 1 snot winning when he was really a 3 to
“I guess it started with my father, 5. And one night here I had Stabilizer 
Larry,” says Asher. “He owned a leading when it should have been Stam- 
newsstand in Wilmington and I used to ford. I think one of the greatest an- 
read a lot about racing, maybe five nouncers in history was Roy Schudt. He 
papers a day. Then in 1984 I went over had a great voice and was very creative, 
to work at Brandywine and did an He made Ridgewood Express famous 
internship on the local radio station, when he’d go whoo, whoo, whoo - a 
After that I worked for Jack Chevalier locomotive call - when he’d start to 
at Delaware Park. Then I heard that move. Tom Durkin at the Meadowlands 
Dover Downs needed an announcer and is another good announcer. Before every 
I sent a tape. I didn’t get the regular job race I always look at the tote board to 
but did a race or so a night. I started in see who the favorite is. Then I try to give 
February, 1985. My knees and binoculars that horse a little preferential treatment 
were both shaking pretty bad that first in the call. The key is when the favorite 
time.” pulls out and makes progress. Fastest
Back at classy Brandywine, Asher did race I’ve called? I think it would be 
about everything from write releases to Roman Hanover last year in 1:55.4.” 
co-host and talk about upcoming events Mark the name Joe Asher well. He’s 
on closed circuit TV. He hadn’t yet going at a 1:55 pace himself. And he’s 
graduated from Christiana High in New- just leaving the gate.
Personality Profile: Joe Asher »y-»mF®* Driver Career Milestones
COLUMBUS — The following a listing of drivers approaching career milestones 
in victories. This list was generated by the USTA’s computer, and reflects career 
victories reported to the USTA through April 1. For an update on any driver, contact 
the Publicity Office of the USTA.
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4000 WINS
Eddie Davis o n7n Dwyane Pletcher 1,446Steve Condren 1,445
3500 WINS Sam Noble III 1,444
Bill Gale 3,469 John Schroeder 1,441
Lucien Fontaine 3,417 Steve Schedlosky 1,432
Tom Brinkerhoff 1,431
3000 WINS Ray Paver Sr. 1,424
Jack Bailey 2,976 Fred Finn Jr. 1,421
Jacques Hebert 2,968 Real Cormier 1,418
Leigh Fitch 2,935 Ron Wrenn 1,417
Harold Kelly 2,928 Bm Popfinger 1,414
Terry Holton 1,401
2000 WINS
Robert J. Williams l.988 1000 WINS
George Phalen  ^Qfin Danny Johnson 988Gaston Guindon 1,980 Hubert Jackson 986
Bill Bresnahan 1,954 Gerald Hebert 985
Jim Grundy l.947 Gordon Norris 983
John Patterson Jr. i>946 Ken McNutt 977
Don McKirgan l.929 Richard Carroll 976
Clint Galbraith l:924 Theodore Smith 974
Don Hall l.yil Rlek Plano 972
Ray Remmen Ernie Houle 970
Dave Vance i oil Fern **a(luet 968Gene Vallandingham Joe Anderson 966
Norm Jones 964
2500 WINS Dick Macomber 960
Waldo Mcllmurray 2,488 Peter Blood 957
Al Myer 2,488 Terry Tomlin 956
Merritt Dokey 2,477 Bryce Fenn 955
Yves Filion 2,477 Ronnie Gass 955
Bill Wellwood 2,460 Richard R. DeSantis 951
Ray McLean 2,429 George Davis 950
Del Miller 2,420 Merle Finn 940
Andre St. Amour 2,411 Michael Noble 940
Bill Henman 939
1500 WINS Paul Myer 935
Gerald Longo 1,498 Bay Paver Jr. 935
Sam Belote 1,496 Keith Quinlan 933
Bruce Nickells 1,466 Marcel Dostie 931
Bill Faueher 1,463 Bill Megens 930
Bill Zendt 1,463 Jack Parker Jr. 930
Del Manges 1,461 Norm McKnight 926
Steve Mahar 1,460 Don Rankin Jr. 925
Carman Hie 1,459 Tom Vanidestine 924
Doug Snyder 1,448 John Wagner 920
Teddy Wing, at 37, is re-building his 
career in harness racing. With the 
dispersal of the Kadish Stable earlier 
this month, Wing is busy these days 
putting together another racing stable 
and making himself available for catch­
driving assignments.
Interviewed at home by telephone 
recently, Wing told the Northeast Har­
ness News that he’ll be moving quickly. 
Already, he and a partner have 
purchased six horses including the 
$60,000 calimer Fancy A. Toliver, a New 
Zealand horse. Wing adds, “Basically, 
I’ll have a 10-15 horse stable with a 
partner.”
In his association with the Kadish 
Stable, Wing campaigned several top 
flight harness horses, but probably the 
most notable was Butler B.G. A product 
of the New Jersey Sires Stakes, Wing 
guided the Butler to victory in the rich 
Prix de Ete, Canada’s most prestigous 
race, in 1984. The Butler’s lifetime 
earnings totaled $850,000.
Wing tells us the Butler brought 
$460,000 at the recent Meadowlands sale 
and the 26 head consignment of Kadishes 
brought $1.2 million.
Wing’s demand as a catch-driver is 
evident. The Saturday evening before the 
sale, he continues, “ I drove ten races 
Saturday night.”
And lately, he recorded a 1:55 victory 
at the Meadowlands with the 7-year-old 
New England favorite Stabilizer. As a 
catch-driver Wing says, “ I’ll be avail­
able to drive the two and three year old 
stake colts.”
Wing's dad. Morris ql. .Farmington.
“A” For Harness Racing
By ROBERT LOWELL
“Talented Ted” Wing and the world famous Butler B.G., who sold recently at the 
Meadowlands for $460,000, win one for “old times sake.” ...........
Maine, recalls an amusing incident that 
happened a few seasons back. Trainer 
Jim Crane had asked Teddy to flv out to 
Ohio and drive a three year old in the 
Little Brown Jug. Taking a taxi at the 
airport, he got caught in a traffic jam V-/z 
miles from the Delaware County fair­
grounds.
Morris says that the taxi driver asked 
Teddy to put on his driving colors while 
he flagged down a police car. The taxi 
driver told the officer that he had Teddy 
Wing in the cab and he had to drive a colt 
in the “Jug,” and he was in a hurry.
Teddy remembers, “He turned on the 
siren and we had an escorl.right to the 
paddock.” He adds that was the year he 
drove Jazzy Spark who finished fourth in 
the first heat, but Governor Skipper won 
the classic.
Teddy’s mother Elaine once told us 
that Teddy was all harness racing even 
as a youngster. Once in school, she 
reflects, Teddy had an assignment in an 
accounting class to set up a business on 
paper. He did his on harness racing and 
received an A. An A for harness racing!
Going into 1986, Wing had visited the 
winner’s circle 3,269 times and has 
totaled nearly $19 million in purses. In 
1982 he captured the Levy Memorial 
Final with Skip by Night and set a 
world’s record that year with a 1:55 3/5 
on a half mile track. In 1981, Wing was 
in the sulky when trotter Calbert won the 
Su Mac Lad Final.
A third generation horseman, Wing 
has nine consecutive seasons with over 
$1 million in purses. That’s without 
question an “A for harness raeing.7’ * •
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TUFT’S SPRING JOY — A twelve month old filly owned by Tufts University Vet School.
Dr. Seeherman and Dr. Morris ot Tufts University monitor the heart rate of a yearling Cavalcade filly in researching early training.aiwayS welcome!
Tufts University School of Veterinary 
Medicine’s Dr. Howard Seeherman and 
Dr. Elizabeth Morris monitor the heart 
rate of a twelve month old Standardbred 
filly sired by the Tufts stallion, 
Cavalcade, as she jogs her daily work­
out. The filly is currently jogging three 
miles per day at a six minute mile rate. 
The Sports Medicine department at 
Tufts, is presently pre-training two 
standard bred yearlings at twelve 
months of age on their recently acquired 
treadmill while studying the effects of 
early training on metabolic parameters 
and musceloskeletal parameters. By late 
spring two 1986 yearlings will be added 
to the program when they reach three 
months of age.
The pre-trained yearlings, eligible to 
the Mass Sires Stakes and New England 
Sulky championships will be offered for 
sale to interested racing enthusiasts. Dr. 
Seeherman is presently seeking funding 
from the equine industry to expand the 
studies. He would be interested in 
hearing from involved horse owners and 
breeders who may have yearlings to be 
evaluated and to participate in the 
funding. The new ultra modern Tufts 
Veterinary Facility is located on 640 
acres in North Grafton, Massachusetts, 
approximately 5 miles from the Massa­
chusetts Turnpike Exit 11. Visitors are
Success Spells Caico
By Carl Scrivener
What happened for Joe Caico in 20 
years after he purchased his first har­
ness horse at Foxboro provides an 
almost unbelievable story.
Caico started with an $800 pacer. At 
the time, he was a Cadillac-Olds sales­
man on Boston’s Commonwealth Av­
enue. No one in his family had ever been 
associated with harness racing.
Today, he owns more than lCNO horses, 
including 37 broodmares. He is major 
domo of a widespread racing, breeding 
and horse brokerage operation with an 
office in the Colonial Inn off Rte. 128 at 
Wakefield, MA., just outside Boston.
To evaluate Caico’s career there are 
three factors that stand out -- a 19-year 
association with driver-trainer Bill 
Haughton, the purchase of a Victory 
Song mare, Victory Light, from the late 
Neil Raymond of nearby Ipswich, MA.; 
and Caico’s decision, eventually, to “go 
national” and breed his mares to the 
very top sires.
Caico had moderate success in New 
England before the “national” adven­
ture. After some frustrations with minor 
horses at Foxboro and Rockingham, he 
purchased Mountain Creed from E.P. 
Cray. After winning several Invita- 
tionals and Atlantic Seaboard events, in 
1965-67, Mountain Creed became New 
England Pacer of the Year.
But, that was only an appetizer in 
advance of the super servings to come 
later in the Caico career. He owned 
Bret’s Champ, winner of the $154,222 
Messenger at Roosevelt Raceway in 
1975; and he presently stands, Set The 
Style, a successful Ohio sire at Midland 
Acres at Bloomingburg, Ohio.
How does this former auto salesman 
do it?
A principal part of the answer involves 
Caico’s long term practice of selling a 
share, a percentage, of each horse. His 
business of “selling a piece” has ranged 
far and wide over the years. The current 
list of Caico partnerships includes 
ballplayers -- Dwight Evans of the Red 
Sox for one -- doctors, lawyers, contrac­
tors, investment groups and others..
“It’s a very lucrative business,” Caico 
assures, “most of them are doing very 
well and having a lot of fun at the same 
time.”
Two decades of experience and top 
level involvement at the racing level, as
a breeder and as a sales broker have 
given Caico some strong opinions about 
harness racing and its future.
“If we don’t take care of this business 
today, we won’t have it 10 years from 
now,” he warns.
About the ever-mounting super purses 
in stakes for two and three year olds? 
“There’s nothing wrong with these 
purses insofar as they reward ownership 
in high class horses at that age. What is 
wrong is that we should be putting more 
toward purses for four year olds. Make 
it worthwhile to race the great horses 
that have established themselves with 
the racing fans and are popular. We’re 
losing too much when we do not keep 
these four year olds in active racing. ’
Over-all rules and policy in harness 
racing? “The sport needs its own com­
missioner with full authority,” he be­
lieves, “A Pete Rozeiie or ueberrotn. 
We need a man with stature, a good 
reputation, unbiased. Give him the 
power to rule over all facets of the sport 
nationally.”
A .resurgence of harness racing? “I 
think we have to go back. Regain some 
of the ground we have lost. Educate 
young people. Re-capture their interest 
and enthusiasm. Take good care of the 
fans that we have.
“Maybe television with OTB could 
play a big part in this.
“I have a ‘wait and see’ attitude about 
the national marketing effort. We’re 
paying a half of one percent of all sales 
to underwrite this. That can be a lot of 
money.”
Regarding harness racing in New 
England? “It’s impossible to have a 
really successful meeting financially in
the area now. Too many fingers in the 
pie. Too much dog racing, too much 
money being taken away by the state 
lotteries.
Caico concedes that operators of 
raceways in Maine “make their tracks 
attractive, but they lack support.”
Caico speaks warmly of his association 
with Bill Haughton.
“It has been more than just an owner- 
trainer relationship,” he tells, “We have 
enjoyed a fine friendship.”
Caico has been to the yearling sales 
since 1979 with consignments under the 
name of his Stoney Hill Farms, Lyn- 
nfield, MA. His results have been ex­
traordinary.
Over the past three consecutive 
seasons Caico yearlings have brought top 
average prices at the Kentucky Stan­
dardbred Sales at Lexington. (A 
$119,000 average high in ’83, a $142,714 
high in ’84, and a $65,000 average high 
this past September.
Caico’s Ohio-bred yearlings go to the 
Scioto Tattersans sale at Columbus. 
What he calls “Grand Circuit class”
earlings 2 re sold at the Kentucky
tandardbred Sale at Lexington.
“ I try to do my homework. I send the 
best broodmares to the best sires. It’s 
not only my living; it’s my enjoyment 
too!
“Right now I have five broodmares 
scheduled to be bred to Nihilator.
A key to his success at the sales is the 
Caico pattern  of purchasing one 
outstanding filly each year. Sales re­
cords bear this out.
In 1982, he purchased Armbro Clever 
(Most Happy Fella - Sunnie Tar), a 
stakes winner of more than $125,000 with 
a three-year-old record of 1:58. She was 
bred in ’85.
In 1984, Caico purchased Swinger 
Almahurst for $130,000 at the Kentucky 
Standardbred sale. She took a mark of 
1:57 at two and Haughton suggests she 
may pace 1:53 this year. Another ’84 filly 
purchase is Clear Evidence p.2, 1:58 4/5, 
a New York Sire stake winner.
This past September, Caico brought 
home Armbro Fantasia, a full sister to 
Oil Burner, and the crack two year old 
filly of ’85, Armbro Evita p.2 1:56 2/5.
At fifty years of age he shows no signs 
of slowing down. Any wonder Caico and 
his clients get winners!
“CARROLCADE” 
L.&C. Holloway 
‘ ASK M E”1 “PLAY DOUGH”
Br. Filly 1984 Owned By: Vance Boyd
T.C.’S CAVALIER” 
Elaine Thoren
( ASK M E ”!
* * * * * * * * *  Y°u Cai* Own One Now, “Or” Wish You Did Later!! * * * * * * * * *
1986 Fee: $1,000. Live Foal
The only New England stallion in 1985 with a National Sire Rating 1
Standing At: Tufts Veterinary School No. Grafton, MA 617-839-5302 -  617-943-2706
Foals Eligible To The Breeders Crown, Mass Sire Stakes, New England Sulky Championship, Royal Stallion Stakes And Grand Circuit.
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CAVALCADE P. s,,«3
“PLAY DOUGH” 
Vance Boyd 
“ASK M E”l
“SILVER SLIPPER” 
J.&J. Kunkel
“ASK M E”!
“J.F. CALVIN” 
Val Tessier 
UASK M E”!
“O’DIGGINS” 
Kevin O’Rielly 
“ASK M E ’".
“LIL INSTIGATOR” 
Karen MaeDonnell 
'ASK M E ”!
“SUPER CAV” 
J.&J. Kunkel
“ASK M E”!
. “EBONY SLICK” 
Judith Messier 
( ASK M E”!
“J.F. CHAMP” 
Val Tessier 
i(ASK M E ”!
“PROUD PALLADIA  
Austin Farm
“ASK ME"!
“ALLICADE” 
J.&M. Marshall
“ASK M E ”!
“CORTEGE” 
Patricia Vamielis 
A SK M E ”!
“CAVALCADE’S COLT” 
Roland Sears 
“ASK M E”! “MILLIE YOUNG” Youngmeadow Farm
ASK M E ”!
Skipper-Golden
* “CELTIC SEA” 
Kevin O’Rielly 
ASK M E”! “Follow The Stars In 1986
“MOUNTAIN SHADOW” 
Leonard Leblanc
“ASK M E ”!
“NINA’S BABE” 
Earl Gardner 
“ASK M E”!
“UNCLE MERRITT’’ 
Shoebe Chamberlain
A SK  M E ”!
PROUD PALLADIN 
Bl. Colt 1984 Owned By: Austin Farm
% w
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LATE SUMMER CLASSIC
NW $4000 in 85 (10 starts required) Event #10
NOMINATIONS 
ADAMS CHAMP 
AMMONOTE 
BLIZZBEE 
BOSTON BOUNCE 
BURTON BLUE CHIP 
CANADIAN REBECK 
CLARKSVILLE 
COLT SEEVERS
CORAL DREAM 
ELITE LADY 
FIESTA FELLA 
FLEET FURY 
FORTUNE WIZ 
FRENCH QUEEN 
IVA’S PLAYBOY 
JOE PITCH 
KEYSTONE HEATH 
UB S JIM DANDY 
MERUN MORAKS 
MIJA ROMA 
MOUNTAIN SCAMP 
MR. PASQUALE 
NEW DIMENSION 
NICKLE PLATE 
P.B.’S CORAL 
RACING SKIPPER 
RIV LEA JOHN C. 
SOFICE
SHADYDALE GO 
SHY GYPSY 
SKIPPER GOVERNOR 
SOUTHERN WILLIAM 
STEAM MACHINE 
SWANZEY JUDE 
TYLES FANCY 
WEST POINT SUE 
WISE TIGER 
WORDLY WISE
OWNERS 
R.&D. Bruder 
R.&F. Follett 
P. Bonenfant 
M. Graffam 
A. Tempesta
K. &G. Rollins 
R. Daigle
R. Summer &
J. Bennedetti 
R. Vedeler 
W. Reed Jr.
Oak Ridge Farms 
R. Shumway
M. &C. Ledger 
A. Chow
D. May 
R. Ralph
E. Hinds 
J. Lynch
Morada Stock Farm 
R.&P. Watson 
R.&P. Hall
D. Campion 
J. Tuttle 
R.&M. Mathurin 
P.&B. Battis
R. McGhee 
W. Tefft
S. &S. quires 
Cass Farms Inc.
N. Sheer 
R. King
P. Bonnenfant 
R. Pletcher 
J. Goodell
L. Bernard 
R. Dolloff 
R. Giggie
E. P. Stable &
C. Day
☆  ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆  It it iftr <r 1r 1t1t <r it <rit-tr ☆
FILLIES & MARES PACING SERIES 
NW $15,000 in 85 Event #3
NOMINATIONS OWNER
B.J. BRETTINA Race Me Stables
B.J. SHADOW 
BLASTABARONESS
CRANE HILL ITALIA
FRENCH QUEEN 
GENERALITY 
GOVERNOR SURPRISE 
H R. COUNSEL 
HARPY LONG LEGS 
HI SLUPER
JILL C.
JOLLY MISS
KAREN A VAN 
KATES LAST STAR 
KAWARTHA TOP CHEF 
LUCKS LAZY LADY 
RACE ME APRIL
RIV LEA STRIKE ME 
ROSSANA DANIA
J. Bryar 
R. Summer & 
R.Y. Prudenzano 
D. Corcoran &
D. Higgins
A. Chow 
R. Sussi
R. King 
G. Hall
Funquest Farms
S. Harp;
R.&J. Brandle
B. R. Tonoli 
D. Baxter &
V. Ernst
Doc Van Stables 
Low Key Stables 
Paradice Farms 
P. Hanley 
F. Folger &
M. Farnham 
R. Giggie
N. Katsaulis
SHARLUS LADY STAR 
SILVER MITTENS 
V.P. ROMA 
VITE AURUM 
WHITE MARGARET
C. Lemieux 
J. Shaughnessy 
F. Ingellis 
Milligan Stables 
R. King
☆ ☆☆☆ it it it it it if ☆☆ 1r
BEARACAT PACING SERIES
NW $60,000 in 85 Event #5 
NOMINATIONS OWNER
ELECTED B.&B. Stable
FRENCH MAJOR A.&E. Chow
MANNARFT OVERDRIVES Dillion Jr. 
POWER PASSER R. Steven &
PRECIOUS DREAMER 
PUB S CUB 
ROSCOE ALMARURST 
SHILOH LOBELL 
STAMFORD 
TRUSTY STAR
R. Ralph 
Ambition Acres 
A. Chow 
Ha Ha Stables 
Blood Stables 
Low Key Stables
K. Smith &
L. Anderson
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
Late Closing Candidates
■trlrirtrlTl*1ftrtr1*1rti t ir tr tr i t l t i t  Irirtiftrtr-C rtfiritirit'tr
SHOWPLACE SERIES 
NW7 $3000 Lifetime (5 yr. olds & under) 
Event #4
NOMINATIONS OWNER OR
TRAINER
B.J. BRETTINA Race Me Stables
BANKNOTE SHARLU K. Miller
BARON HAVEN L. Hudson &
W. Long
BEST OF CHICK H.C. Waiken Jr.
BOSTONS PRIDE Donnybrook Farms
BRETS CALIBER R. King
BROOKLYNN FLATS T. Turner
CALEDONIA BAY Donnybrook Farms
CAPTAIN SKIPPER J. Garbar; R. Sica;
A Tntlfn
CHUCK T R*. Weeman
CHINBRO KNOW DM F. Ray 
COLT SEEVERS R. Summer &
J. Bennedetti
CORAS JIB C. Cook
CUPPER TOO Cass Farms Inc.
DOCTOR MARK D. Corcoran &
D. Higgins
DOMINIC R. Susi
DUFFY J. Shaughnessy
EVENS WRIGHT C. Lemieux
FLUTIE Cass Farms Inc.
FORTUNE WIZ M.&C. Ledger
FRENCH QUEEN A. Chow
GOVERNOR SURPRISE R. King 
GRACE LAND BAND T. McCormick
HENLEY HANOVER W.&.E. Edwards
ILLUMINATION J. Shaughnessy
JOE PITCH R. Ralph
KABBLIST P.&.J. Plante
KEYSTONE HEATH E. Hinds
K.I.’S WIND E.&.L. Lee
MILES END CAROL J. Mendelson
MOST HARPY USA N. Churchill &
B. Irving
MOUNTAIN QUEST R. King
NEAT TIME P. O’Neill
OUR FREE BYRD L. Norton
PAUSADO R. King
PINE POINT JES L. Higgins
PLAIN STAR R.&P. Watson
PRESCIOUS EMMY L. Hoxie &
E. Hamblin
PRUSSIA LOBELL R. King
RACE ME RHETT Race Me Stables
READY ABOUT B.N. Churchill
RIV LEA EXPECTATION W. Tefft 
RIV LEA JOHN C. W. Tefft
SEA OF STARS C.S. Smith
TELLY’S TIGRESS D. Delisle &
G. Hunt
TEXAS BOUND S. Mancine
THREE A.M. THREE A.M.C.W. Schultze 
TRUSTY BILBO D. Ellis Jr.
UNIQUE MONIQUE J.P. Farris
WINDSOCK GREYGHOST R. McGhee 
WISE TIGER R. Giggie
RUSSIAN RUBY P. Faherty
REGAL BREEZE G. Ducharme &
E. Meru
1* "trtri* 1t it -trtt ☆ -tr -tr -itirir tr ☆☆☆
TREASURE CHEST SERIES 
For horses that have started for a base claiming price 
of $1100 or less, 8 or more times during 1-1-85 thru 4-1-85 
Event #6
NOMINATIONS OWNERS
APRILS EASTER DAWN F. Ray 
BARRA CHACO B. Brenton
BIO FANFARE R. Vedeler
FUGHT ESCORT D. Graham
FLYING FRANCES B.&S. Inch
J.J.’S CAIRO S.W. Childs
KID EAGLE H. Mitchell
KNEE HIGH MAC R. Pletcher
MIGHTY MAC A. Bickmore Jr.
REBEL FRANKLIN R. Sawyer
ROGER’S FIRST R. Vedeler
TOM TOM G. R. Pletcher
TO RI HARRY H. Mitchell
TOTALLY TOUGH V. Hanscom
YOUNG ARIDEN R. Sawyer
SUAVE YANKEE R. Dodge
FUTURE STARS PACE 
2 Year Olds in 1986 Event #2
NOMINATIONS OWNER
AMATO HANOVER R. Tourangeau 
BANGOR A. Chow
BANKNOTE SHARLU K. Miller
B.J. LUCKY J.&.E. Polubiatka
CADICAN G. D’Alfonso
CAN ESCAPE J. Garber &
R. Sica & J. Sisler
EASTFIELDS BEAU J. Quinn Jr.
GAEUC SAPHIRE R. Howard
GOPHER D CASH R. Tagerman &
W. Joyce
LAVISH IMAGE B. Kellis
LAVISH SOLICITOR B. Kellis
L. JEWELL LYNE R.&.P. Hall 
LOOKOUT BANDIT M. Holmes 
MILES END IKE J. Mendelson
MOUNTAIN HAWK Mountain Farms &
J. Halligan
PERFECT WARRIOR T. Dillion Jr.
REBEL SURPRISE C.W. Emerson 
RIV LEA NUTSHELL W. Tefft
RIV LEA RISING SON W. Teffet
ROMEO PRINCE E. Pullen
SWEEPSTAKES S. LeBlanc &
C.J. Gleeson
TAHOE LOBELL -G.& K. Rollins
TUFFS BRAVE PRINCE B. & B. Stable 
TUFFS FIRST KNIGHT B. & B. Stable 
WINDMASTER J. Halligan
PINE TREE PACING SERIES 
NW $8000 in 85 Late Closer
NOMINATIONS OWNER
BARON HAVEN L. Hudson &
W. Long
CLARKVILLE R. Daigle
CUPPER TOO Cass Farms Inc.
DOMINIC R. Susi
DUAL EXHAUST Blood Stables
DYNASTY HANOVER K. Timmons 
FAST PETE P.&B. Battis
FLUTIE Cass Farms Inc.
FRENCHMANS BAY A. Chow 
GAEUC VISION M. Boutillier
GENERAUTY R. Susi
GREAT MAJORITY Cosgrove Jr. & Sr.
Ward & McKay 
HOMES TENDER Sly Hill Stable
HARDY ALAMAHURST R. Loubier 
ICEMAKER R&D Bruder
LIMERICK FLASH Donnybrook Farms
MIJAROMA MIKE R.&.P. Watson
MOTOR LINER G. Herrick &
L. Glidden
NEWTON LOBELL E.C.T. Stables 
PINE POINT JES L. Higgins
POWER PASSER R. Steven &
R. Ralph
RAINTREE JR Ken Savage
SHEKAR SKIPPER J. Bryar 
SKIPPER GOVERNOR R. King 
SURPRISE RHYTHYM R. Conant 
SHANNON SUPERSTAR S. Harp &
B.&.J. Brandle 
SWANZEY PRINCE M.&.B. Goodell 
TORRINGTON Thurledge Invest.
TRUSTY BILBO D. Ellis Jr.
TYLERS FANCY L. Bernard
WHAT A JEWELL C.W. Schultz
RUSSIAN RUBY P. Faherty
WINDSOCK SMOKER R. McGhee
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS TROT 
NW $15,000 in 85 Event #7 
NOMINATIONS OWNERS
ARNIE BAKER H. Walker Jr.
B B S HIGH NOTE P.&B. Battis
CHANCEY PECO R. Pinkham
DAVIDS CHOISE D. Graham
FORT McHENERY Four Leaf
Clover Stable
FRANKENSHAW Los Gatos Stable
GAEUC CARESS H. Parks
HIGHLY TREASURED Hadlock, Taylor,
Wozniak
IVY PEWT J. Gleesman
LONG HILL SPEEDY’ P.&B. Battis
MATE Thurledge Invest.
MURPHY MILER Blood Stables
R.C.’S JINGO E.&J, Ballard
SLY HILL BEAU ‘ J. Gleesman
STONEGATE CONSORT D.&L. Sweet
SUSTAINING AGREEMENT TO 
MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKES
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FOR 3-YEAR-0l.DS 
FOR 2-YEAR-OLDS
Participating Racing Associations
Scarborough — Bangor — Skowhegan — Cumberland — Lewiston — Presque Isle—Windsor—Fryeburg—Farmington
R ule 1 Section  32 “ T w o-Y ear-O ld  Colt and f illy  pacers m ust show  lin e  of 2:20 on g a it a l tim e of d ra w .”
Sustaining Fee Due May 15 For Tro tters and Pacers
2 Year Olds $25.00 3 Year Olds $35.00
Name of Entry Age Gait Must Be Specified
Trot Pace j
«
Use sep arate  form  for 2 y ea r  o ld  and 3 y ea r  old  —  T ro ttin g  and P acin g  en tr ies . 
Sustain  on ly  2 and 3 y ea r  o ld s th at w ere n om inated  or continued  Feb. 15
Amount enclosed $ No. Entries
Entered by_ 
Address—
(owner or agent)
Be sure th at g a it is sp ec ified . Change o f g a it w ill not be a llo w ed , if  unsure or a change m ay becom e n ecessa ry , susta in  to  both  T rot and P ace.
Use a sep arate  form  for each. P aym ents cannot be accepted  a fter  May 15 —  R esp o n sib ility  to  m eet d ea d lin es rests w ith  ow n ers and agents.
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: Maine State Harness Racing Commission Statehouse Station 28 Augusta, Maine 04333
-4-
YEARLING NOMINATION TO 
MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKE
Nominating Deadline May 15
Maine State Harness Racing Commission Rule 1, Section 32
A yearling nomination payment of $5.00 shall be due on all Maine Sired colts & fillies by May 15th of the year following the first birthdate.
Yearlings Name Sire
Nominated By:
Dam
Address
Make Checks payable to: Maine State Harness Racing Commission State House Station No. 28 Augusta, Maine 04333
NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP
Yearling Nominations- Payment Due: May 15 Fee-$25.00
^  HORSES NAME 
%
: i _________
SIRE & DAM
t
5 2 i
5 3ii» 4i«
: 5ii
; Make Checks Payable To N.E. SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP 
J c/o Robert Ferland Box 799 Berwick, Me. 03901 
« Don’t Forget To Register Your Mares 
Payment Due: Sept. 15 
5 ' ’ Fee-$15.00 Each
Signature
Address
Phone
t v v
m  < •
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
“ O pening
PRESENTS
D ay At The Races”
Sunday, May 4, 1986 
Post Time 1:30 P.M.
Afternoon Extravaganza Begining At Noon
Stunt Airshow With Jim Parker, ABC Stunt Pilot In His ‘Pitt Special’ Plane
Skydivers — Elephant and Camel Rides 
Special Performance By The Children’s Theatre of Maine 
Hot Air Balloon — Face Painting — Music 
Mime and Magic in Children’s Tent All Afternoon
ROUTE 1 SCARBOROUGH -  
EXIT 6, MAINE TURNPIKE
Reservations In The Downs Club — Call 883-4331
